BRANDS THAT MOTIVATE
Powerplay Incentives delivers additional
growth for brands through loyalty and
promotional programs—from single
dropship to large volume needs.

CATALOG
Fall 2022

Loyalty and promotional
programs that stand out
from the crowd

Our deep relationships with high-demand brands provides
exclusive access to hundreds of differentiated products on a
dropship basis, with full personalization capabilities and EDI
enabled distribution.

HOW TO USE THIS CATALOG
Browse our wide selection of brands by clicking a brand from
the table of contents and category pages, or by using the
bookmarks within your PDF viewer.
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Ready to order? Email us at incentives@powerplayretail.com
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Automotive
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NEXTBASE
Shell Automotive
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A picture may be worth a thousand words, but indisputable video evidence is
priceless. Things happen out on the road, and the line-up of simple to use, reliable
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Nextbase dash cams give you the peace of mind to travel confidently.

NEXTBASE

Dash Cam 122
Record 720p video with this Nextbase 122 dash cam, and capture
a wide-ranging picture with the 120-degree viewing angle. The
2-inch color screen offers easy menu navigation and excellent
video playback. This Nextbase 122 dash cam utilizes loop-through
recording for continued operation when the microSD card is full, and
the 0.17-lb. weight provides increased portability.

NBDVR122

$79.99

NEXTBASE

Dash Cam 222

NBDVR222
NEXTBASE

$99.99
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Record 1080p video with this Nextbase Series 2 dash cam. The
140-degree viewing angle captures a wide picture, while the smallsize design supports discreet placement. View footage on the
2.5-inch high-definition IPS screen. This Nextbase Series 2 dash cam
features an intelligent parking mode, which automatically records
video if there’s movement nearby or the vehicle is bumped while
parked.
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NEXTBASE

Dash Cam 322GW
Record your experiences on the road with this Nextbase dash cam.
A wide-angle lens captures every detail, ensuring you are covered
at all times, and the 2.5-inch LCD screen allows for comfortable
viewing when reviewing videos. This Nextbase dash cam connects
with smart devices via Wi-Fi and Bluetooth 4.2, letting you review
video footage on your device.

NBDVR322GW

$199.99

NEXTBASE

Dash Cam 422GW
Full 1440p/30fps Quad HD recording in car camera. Amazon Alexa
voice control. Wi-Fi GPS Bluetooth. Parking mode. Night vision.
Polarizing filter compatible

NBDVR422GW

$249.99

NEXTBASE
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Dash Cam 522GW includes 64GB Micro
SD
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Nextbase redefines what a Dash Cam is capable of with an array of
ground-breaking new features and world’s first’s including Alexa builtin, Emergency SOS and Bluetooth 4.2, not seen before in any other
Dash Cam. With a continued focus on image quality and ease of
use, plus revolutionary new safety features, Nextbase is the world’s
leading Dash Cam brand.

NBDVR522GWSD

$349.99

NEXTBASE

Dash Cam 622GW
Ultra-clear 4K recording at 30fps with recording at 1440p HD at
60fps or 1080p HD at 120fps for super slow motion available.
Image stabilization. Extreme Weather Mode. Includes what3words.
This provides your exact location to a 3m square location without
the need for a data connection, crucial for emergency services to
precisely locate you. Coupled with Emergency SOS and Alexa BuiltIn. new built-in Bluetooth 5.0 and Hyper-Sync Wi-Fi 5GHz speeds
are up to 10x faster.

NBDVR622GW

$399.99

NEXTBASE

Dash Cam Rear Facing Camera Wide
(322/422/522/622) Interior View/
cockpit view
Expand your vehicle surveillance system with this Nextbase cabin
view camera. This add-on device for compatible Nextbase dash
cams captures in-vehicle scenes of the driver and passengers
for added perspective when recording important incidents. The
140-degree wide-view angle on this Nextbase cabin view camera
ensures complete area coverage including views from side windows.

NBDVRS2RFCW

$99.99

Powerplay Incentives - Fall 2022
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A long-standing leader in providing power and energizing solutions to keep people
moving, our Shell assortment of battery chargers and portable jump starters will
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keep you forging the trail, river, or road ahead.

Shell Automotive

4 Amp Automotive Battery Charger and
Maintainer for Lead Acid, Gel, AGM, Li-on,
Automatic
4 Amp Automotive Battery Charger and Maintainer for Lead
Acid, Gel, AGM, Li-on, Automatic 6V/12V Output with 7 Levels of
Protection and 11-Stage Charging to Extend your Battery Life.

$49.99

SBC400

Shell Automotive

1200A 12V Portable Lithium Jump
Starter

Powerplay Incentives - Fall 2022

1200A 12V Portable Lithium Jump Starter for 7-Liter Gasoline &
3-Liter Diesel Engines, 10 Safety Protections, Wireless Charging,
Power bank, 3 USB ports, Battery Booster + Jumper Cables, plus LED
flashlight

SH916WC

Shell Automotive
8

$129.99

Shell Automotive

800A 12V Portable Lithium Jump Starter
for 6-Liter Gasoline and 2-Liter Diesel
Engines
POWERFUL AND PORTABLE: A powerful car starter that is capable of
jump-starting dead batteries on most vehicles (for gasoline engines
up to 6 liters and diesel engines up to 2 liters.); it works with cars,
trucks, motorbikes, ATVs, lawnmowers, and boats in any climate, plus
features USB ports to charge other devices.

SH-912

$89.99

Powerplay Incentives - Fall 2022
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From phone to frame,
enjoy all your memories with ease

Phone to frame

Share 10,000+ photos worry-free with
no storage limit. Easily invite family
and friends with the Aura app.
No memory cards, no hidden fees.

Intelligent

Save time with Aura’s smart curation
tools that help find your best photos,
avoiding duplicate and blurry shots.
Change photos, view details, and share
love using touch bar controls.
Powerplay Incentives - Fall 2022
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Aura

10.1” Carver Luxe Gravel Digital Photo
Frame
10.1” Full HD 1920x1200 screen with best in class image quality.
Intelligent Photo Pairing: intuitively pairs two related portrait photos
side-by-side. Unlimited photo and video storage. Effortless photo
and video uploading from anywhere with the Aura app on iOS and
Android. Adjustable slideshow speed so photos change as fast or
slow as you want. Show photos and videos in chronological or
randomly shuffled order. Built-in speaker lets you hear sound from
your videos.

AF600-WHT
A600-BLK

$179.99

Aura

Sawyer Digital Picture Frame
The 9.7” Sawyer Digital Photo Frame from Aura Frames lets you
share photos from your iOS or Android device to the frame with the
user-friendly Aura Frames app. Built with a 9.7” screen, a resolution
of 2048 x 1536, and 264 ppi, not only will each photograph be
displayed with a great amount of detail, but automatic color
correction and light balance helps to further enhance each image.
You’ll be able to cycle through any uploaded images by swiping left
or right with an integrated touch bar, and double tap on a photo to
“like” it.

AF300-MI
A300-SH

$299.99

Aura
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Aura Mason Luxe 2K Smart Digital Picture
Frame 9.7 Inch
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The Mason Luxe digital photo frame pairs simple design elements
with meticulous craftsmanship for a striking sculptural effect. Its
Ultra HD 9.7”* display presents your memories with vibrant colors
and brilliant clarity. Simply download the free app, pair your frame
and start adding your photos. With unlimited storage, you can easily
upload 10,000+ images, never having to choose between your
favorites. Invite your friends and the entire family to share their
photos too! It’s never been easier to stay connected to loved ones.

AF700-BLK
AF700-WHT

$249.99

BRYDGE offers award winning wireless Bluetooth keyboards, the perfect tool to
increase productivity on many devices. Unlock your potential and enable your

BROWSE

freedom to work easily from anywhere. With innovative technology and stunning
design, Brydge offers the best in mobile desktop productivity accessories

BRYDGE

9.7 Wireless Keyboard for use with IPAD
The Brydge 9.7 brings the experience of a MacBook to your 9.7” iPad
6th Gen (2018), 5th Gen iPad (2017), iPad Pro 9.7”, iPad Air 2 or iPad
Air 1, giving you complete flexibility to use it on your desk, on your
lap, or on the run. The Brydge 9.7 is the ultimate keyboard case,
designed to allow you to get more out of your iPad.

BRY1011

$99.99

BRYDGE

9.7 Wireless Keyboard for use with IPAD
The Brydge 9.7 brings the experience of a MacBook to your 9.7” iPad
6th Gen (2018), 5th Gen iPad (2017), iPad Pro 9.7”, iPad Air 2 or iPad
Air 1, giving you complete flexibility to use it on your desk, on your
lap, or on the run. The Brydge 9.7 is the ultimate keyboard case,
designed to allow you to get more out of your iPad.

$99.99
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BRY1012
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BRYDGE

10.5 Series II Wireless Keyboard for use
with IPAD
The Brydge 10.5 is the only keyboard to truly convert your 10.5-inch
iPad Pro into a laptop replacement by giving you complete flexibility
to use it on your desk, on your lap, or on the run. The Brydge 10.5 is
the ultimate iPad keyboard case, designed to allow you to get more
out of your iPad.

BRY8001-B

$139.99

BRYDGE

Aluminum Bluetooth Keyboard Series II
for iPad Pro 10.5-inch
The Brydge 10.5 is the only keyboard to truly convert your 10.5-inch
iPad Pro into a laptop replacement by giving you complete flexibility
to use it on your desk, on your lap, or on the run. The Brydge 10.5 is
the ultimate iPad keyboard case, designed to allow you to get more
out of your iPad.

BRY8002-B

$139.99

BRYDGE
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Aluminum Bluetooth Keyboard Series II
for iPad Pro 10.5-inch
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The Brydge 10.5 is the only keyboard to truly convert your 10.5-inch
iPad Pro into a laptop replacement by giving you complete flexibility
to use it on your desk, on your lap, or on the run. The Brydge 10.5 is
the ultimate iPad keyboard case, designed to allow you to get more
out of your iPad.

BRY8004-B

$139.99

Power means something to different to each of us. For some, it’s the power to share
24/7. For others, it’s the ability to reconnect to the grid they promised to remain

BROWSE

off of next weekend. Despite this, we can all agree that power does not include
compromising. Explore our assortment of portable charging options.

CHARGEWORX

4 in 1 Multi-Charging Stand
4-in-1 Charging station, 10W wireless charger. iPhone, AirPods and
Apple Watch charger, plus USB and USB-C input

CX5204BK

$39.99

CHARGEWORX

Power Delivery Power Bank, 10,000 mAh,
Wireless Charging, USB-C Output
Wirelessly charge on go! Power Delivery of 10,000 mAh, USB-C
output and Battery life indicator.

$49.99

Powerplay Incentives - Fall 2022

CX6834BK
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CHARGEWORX

5000mAh Dual USB Slim Power Bank
Power up your devices on the go with the slim power bank, with
battery indicator. 10,000 mAh, USB output, USB-C output.

CX6863AR
CX6863BK
CX6863BST
CX6863LV
CX6863MNT

$19.99

CHARGEWORX

10000mAh Dual USB Slim Power Bank,
Ash Rose
Power up your devices on the go with the slim power bank, with
battery indicator. 10,000 mAh, USB output, USB-C output.

CX6864AR
CX6864BK
CX6864BST
CX6864LV
CX6864MNT

$29.99

CHARGEWORX

USB-C™ Cable & Wall Charger with Power
Delivery

Powerplay Incentives - Fall 2022

Cable and wall charger combo with power delivery. USB-C to USB-C.
35W
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CX3062WH

$39.99

CHARGEWORX

USB-C™ to Lightning® Cable & Wall
Charger with Power Delivery
USB-C to Lightning Cable and wall charger combo. Power delivery
30W

CX3063WH

$49.99

CHARGEWORX

Chargeworx Dual Wireless Charging Pad
Foldable and slim dual wireless charging pad. 10W x 2 and USB-C
input.

CX5176BK

$29.99

CHARGEWORX

Power Bank
Compact power bank, with dual USB ports and LED battery indicator.
10,000 mAh, USB-C output.

$29.99
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CX6827BK
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CHARGEWORX

10000mAh USB-C & USB Power Bank
with Power Delivery & Quick Charge
Slim, quick charge power delivery, dual-USB power bank, with LED
battery indicator. 10,000 mAh, USB-C output

CX6829BK

$49.99

CHARGEWORX

5000mAh Pocket USB-C Power Bank with
Power Delivery & Quick charge
Compact power in your pocket. Quickly charge your devices on the
go. Power Delivery: 5,000 mAh plus USB-C output and USB port.

CX6848BK

$29.99

CHARGEWORX

10000mAh Dual USB Slim Power Bank

Powerplay Incentives - Fall 2022

Power up your devices on the go with the slim power bank, with
battery indicator. 10,000 mAh, USB output, USB-C output.
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CX6861BK

$24.99

CHARGEWORX

Powerbank, AirPods Charging, 10,000
mAh, USB Output
Get an extra power boost on the go for all your devices including
AirPods. Powerbank: 10,000 mAh: USB output

CX6866WH

$49.99

CHARGEWORX

UV Phone Sanitizer with Wireless
Charging
Easily keep your devices sanitized and charged. Fits up to 6.9”
phones with a disinfection time of 5 minutes. UV wavelength: 270280NM

CX7017WH

$69.99

CHARGEWORX

Multi Device UV Sanitizer with Wireless
Charging for Phone
Multi Device UV Sanitizer, charges your mobile phone at the same
time. Kills 99% of bacteria and germs in just 3 minutes.

$119.99
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CX7035
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CHARGEWORX

Universal Cupholder Car Mount
Mobile phone holder that sits conveniently in any vehicle’s cup
holder. Fully adjustable tilt and rotation allows you to easily see your
favorite app when on the road. Makes hands free voice commands
easy to use along with hands free telephone calls.

Powerplay Incentives - Fall 2022

CX9705BK
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$29.99

We are passionate audio lovers devoted to blazing new trails in wireless headphones
and smart audio speakers. As champions of functionality and minimalism, we
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aim to exceed expectations through design and craftsmanship that delivers
uncompromising performance and inspires joy.

CLEER

Water Resistant Bluetooth Speaker
The Stage smart Bluetooth speaker is portable and supports up-to
15-hours playback. IPX7 waterproof rated, giving you a high-quality
music experience for any adventure. Play music while a digital
amplifier, dual 48mm drivers and passive radiators bring the beats using the Cleer Connect app.

STAGE1BTREDUS
STAGE1BTGRYUS

$99.99

CLEER

Smart Speaker w/ Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, Apple
AirPlay 2 and Google Assistant built-in

CRESCENT1WFCMEUS

$699.99
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Elegant timeless design for flexible placement throughout the home.
Advanced beamforming technology enables 3 different immersive
sound modes, 3D, Stereo Widening and Room Fill, 8 - 40mm
custom full-range linear array drivers and 2 - 3.3” woofers deliver
a dynamic listening experience. Supports Wi-Fi music streaming,
Spotify, Bluetooth , Optical and Aux-In connection.
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CLEER

ARC Open-Ear True Wireless Earbuds
Arc is our new open-ear true wireless earbud. Featuring an earhook
design and a flexible hinge for a comfortable secure fit, these openear earbuds do not cover the ear canal, instead they channel audio
directly into your ear. This unique design allows you to maintain
spatial awareness and still enjoy your audio. Experience dynamic
and rich audio quality without sacrificing volume and bass thanks
to Arc’s 16.2mm neodymium drivers. Quickly adjust volume, skip
tracks, play and pause music, take and end calls with simple touch
gestures.

ARC1BTBLUUS (Midnight Blue)
ARC1BTLGYUS (Light Grey)

$129.99

CLEER

Cleer Over-Ear Bluetooth Headphones
With 100hr Battery
Discover a over-ear headphone that can keep up with your fastpaced lifestyle. Imagine a lightweight, comfortable Bluetooth®
wireless headphone providing more than 4 continuous days of
music. Just 10 minutes of charge will give you 13 hours of playback
giving you that final push to get you through your most demanding
of days. These long battery life Bluetooth headphones also support
phone calls and a 3.5mm cable.

ENDURO1BTSANUS (Sand)
ENDURO1BTNVYUS (Navy)

$99.99

CLEER

Powerplay Incentives - Fall 2022

ALPHA Adaptive Active Noise Cancelling
Headphones
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Alpha is Cleer’s flagship noise cancelling wireless headphone. A
culmination of the latest in Cleer technology and design. Featuring
enhanced wearing comfort, adaptive active noise cancellation,
spatial audio, multipoint connectivity, ambient mode, and powerful
distortion-free audio... Alpha is the ultimate Cleer headphone.

ALPHA1NCMIBUS (Midnight Blue)
ALPHA1NCSTNUS (Stone)

$249.99

CLEER

Wireless Hybrid Noise Cancelation
Headphone with Google Assistant
Wireless Hybrid Noise Cancelation Headphone Google Assistant.
Powerful Best in-class hybrid noise canceling. Bluetooth® 4.2, NFC,
AAC, LDAC, aptX HD®. Up-to 20 hours playback w/noise cancelling
enabled. Touchpad allows for complete music and ambient control.

FLOW2NTMTLUS

$199.99

Powerplay Incentives - Fall 2022
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Smartly designed and eco-friendly. From stunning natural materials to ultra-compact
dimensions to word-record energy efficiency rates, Einova makes your life — at
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home, at work, or on the go — easier and more connected.

EINOVA

Qi-certified 10W fast charging Valet Tray
A stylish and practical personal organizer that wirelessly fast charges
your phone and keeps all your essential pocket items collected
and easily at hand. One half of Valet Tray features Qi-certified 10W
fast charging, with three wireless charging coils for easy alignment
and maximum positioning power. The other half is space for your
personal items. The extra USB-A output allows you to charge a
second device via cable.

$99.99

WP0703010-084

EINOVA

Powerplay Incentives - Fall 2022

Apple Power Bar Wireless Charging
Station and Power Bank
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Power Bar is the Apple MFi-certified, multi-device wirelesscharger and 10,000mAh power bank. Charge up to four gadgets
simultaneously, at home or on the go. 30W USB-C output for
MacBook, iPad, or any USB device. Features two universal 7.5W
wireless fast-charging spots for iPhone and AirPods and a dedicated
Apple Watch charger.

PB1101010-0F1

$149.99

EINOVA

20,000mAh Universal Ultra Fast Power
Bank 63W
All the power you need in one incredible 63W high-capacity
universal backup battery. Recharge up to three devices
simultaneously with 20,000mAh and 63W power. The smart USB-C
output maintains the highest delivery up to 45W, ensuring laptops
receive maximum, steady power. USB-A Quick Charge and USB-A
standard ports charge everything else. USB-C cable included.

PB0801020-0C1

$69.99

EINOVA

Sirius 65W Universal Power Adapter
Charge all your devices in a pocket-sized form factor USB-C
Power Delivery adapter. Ideal for laptops, smartphones, tablets,
headphones, speakers, cameras, game systems. Flush to the wall
when plugged in. Foldable prongs ensure easy portability. Fits in the
palm of your hand. USB-IF 65W certified.

PABK65.01 (Black)
PAWH65.01 (White)

$69.99

EINOVA

100W Universal Laptop Charger
100W Universal Laptop Adapter built on the fast charging USB-C
PD standard and automatically calibrates power output according
to your device requirements. Don’t have a USB-C laptop? We’ve
got you covered. The charger comes with five tips (USB-C to 4.0 x
1.7mm, USB-C to 3.0 x 1.1mm, USB-C to 11.0 x 4.5mm, USB-C to
5.5 x 2.5mm, USB-C to 4.75 x 1.7mm).

$89.99

Powerplay Incentives - Fall 2022

CXX008BK4B.00
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EINOVA

Sirius 65W Apple Bundle in White
Sirius 65W with EcoVoltas technology achieves the smallest size, the
highest power density, and the greatest efficiency in a fully universal
AC/ DC converter. The USB Type-C PD output ensures universal
compatibility and allows it to be used with anyUSB and USB-C
devices, including laptops, smartphones, action cameras, drones,
Bluetooth speakers, and more. Includes: Sirius 65W Universal Laptop
Adapter, USB-C to USB-C cable (6ft) and USB-C to Lightning cable
(3ft).

$89.99

PABWH65.01

EINOVA

Sirius 65W Microsoft Bundle in Black
Sirius 65W with EcoVoltas technology achieves the smallest size, the
highest power density, and the greatest efficiency in a fully universal
AC/DC converter. Bundle includes: Sirius 65W Universal Laptop
Adapter and 100W USB-C to USB-C cable 10Gbps USB 3.1 (6ft).

$89.99

PABKMB65.01

EINOVA
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Apple Power Bar Wireless Charging
Station and Power Bank
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Power Bar is the Apple MFi-certified, multi-device wirelesscharger and 10,000mAh power bank. Charge up to four gadgets
simultaneously, at home or on the go. 30W USB-C output for
MacBook, iPad, or any USB device. Features two universal 7.5W
wireless fast-charging spots for iPhone and AirPods and a dedicated
Apple Watch charger.

PB1101010-0F1

$149.99

EINOVA

Mundus UV-C Sanitizer and 10W
Wireless Qi Phone Charger
UV-C disinfectant accessories tray and 10W fast Qi wireless charging
dock. EPA and Intertek certified 99.99% safe and effective. Sanitize
anything that fits inside and fast charge all Qi-compatible devices
like Apple, Samsung and LG smartphones, Apple AirPods, PixelBuds,
Bose QuietComfort earbuds and more. Precision engineered and
designed in Italy.

WP0403010-0F4

$89.99

EINOVA

Mundus Pro UV-C Sanitizer and Dual
10W Wireless Qi Phone Charger
UV-C disinfectant accessories tray and dual 10W fast wireless
charging dock with extra 18W Fast Charge USB-A output. EPA and
Intertek certified 99.99% safe and effective. Sanitize anything that
fits inside and fast charge all Qi-compatible devices like Apple,
Samsung and LG smartphones, Apple AirPods, PixelBuds, Bose
QuietComfort earbuds and more.

WP0403020-0F4

$129.99

EINOVA

Wireless 10W Qi Charging Stone
Einova Charging Stone combines the sleek minimalist style of
genuine natural stone or marble with fast 10W universal Qi-certified
wireless charging. Featuring easy alignment and Eggtronic’s patented
Wireless Charging Technology, it’s the fastest, safest and most energy
efficient wireless charger on the market. Designed and precision
engineered in Italy.

WP0103010-044 (Lava)
WP0103010-024 (Black Marble)

$69.99
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WP0103010-014 (White Marble)
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EINOVA

Dual Charging Stone With Two Wireless
10W Qi Charging Spots
Einova Charging Stone combines the sleek minimalist style of
genuine natural stone or marble with fast 10W universal Qi-certified
wireless charging. Featuring easy alignment and Eggtronic’s patented
Wireless Charging Technology, it’s the fastest, safest and most energy
efficient wireless charger on the market. Designed and precision
engineered in Italy.

WP0203020-014 (White Marble)
WP0203020-044 (Lava)
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WP0203020-024 (Black Marble)
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$119.99

Create your own connected home. Our assortment of Google Nest products keep
you comfortable, connected and secure with easy-to-set-up home automation
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including thermosats, speakers, routers and home secutity options.

GOOGLE NEST

WiFi Router + 2 Points
The Google Nest Wi-Fi Router and 2 Points supports Wi-Fi 5
(802.11ac). The Nest Wi-Fi point allows for whole-home coverage
and the system is scalable, allowing you to add more points in the
future. The system can handle multiple 4K video streams at the
same time. It also supports proactive band steering, a self-healing
network, and transmit beamforming. The router also has dual Gigabit
Ethernet RJ45 jacks. The Nest Wi-Fi point features a 360° speaker
w/ a 40mm driver and far-field microphones for Google Assistant. It
also has capacitive touch controls.

GGA00823US

$349.00

GOOGLE NEST

Learning Thermostat
The Nest Learning Thermostat learns what temperatures you like,
turns itself down when you’re away and connects to your phone.
It has a big, sharp display. And it’s proven to help save energy. In
independent studies, the Nest Thermostat saved an average of 10%
to 12% on heating bills and 15% on cooling bills. Connect it to Wi-Fi
to change the temperature from your phone, laptop or tablet.

GT3019US (Stainless Steel)

$249.00

Powerplay Incentives - Fall 2022

GT3017US (White)
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GOOGLE NEST

Hub Max - Chalk White
Google Nest Hub Max 10” Smart Display with Google Assistant. With
the Google Home app, set up, manage, and control your Google
Home and Chromecast devices, plus thousands of connected home
products, such as lights, cameras, thermostats & more. Keep an
eye on things at home with the built-in Nest Cam. Check in from
your phone, and get motion & sound alerts. With Chromecast built
in, stream movies & TV shows. The touchscreen helps simplify
on-screen app navigation & displays search results, photos, videos,
footage from your compatible smart security system.

GGA00426US

$229.99

GOOGLE NEST

Google Nest Hub with Sleep Sense Chalk White
Enjoy all the functionality of the Google Assistant and a 7”
touchscreen. It is equipped with Wi-Fi connectivity to browse online
content, control your compatible smart home devices, and connect
with other local smart devices; Bluetooth is also built-in to enable
streaming from your favorite compatible device. The touchscreen
helps simplify on-screen app navigation and displays search results,
photos, videos, your smart security footage, and more. A physical
mute switch enables you to turn off the onboard mic.

GA01331-US

$99.99

GOOGLE NEST
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Mini
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Google Nest Mini wireless speaker will connect to your wireless
network to provide control of, and access to, virtually all of your
smart devices. It can play music, check the weather and traffic, tell
you sports scores, control your compatible smart home equipment,
and more. Using far-field voice recognition technology and the
Google Assistant, the built-in microphone allows the Google Nest
Mini to recognize your voice and perform the requested task in an
instant. You can stream music to the Nest Mini from your compatible
smart device via Wi-Fi.

GGA00638US
GGA00781US

$49.00

GOOGLE NEST

WiFi Router + Point
The Google Nest Wi-Fi Router and Point supports Wi-Fi 5 (802.11ac).
The Nest Wi-Fi point allows for whole-home coverage and the
system is scalable, allowing you to add more points in the future.
The system can handle multiple 4K video streams at the same time.
It also supports proactive band steering, a self-healing network, and
transmit beamforming. The router also has dual Gigabit Ethernet
RJ45 jacks. The Nest Wi-Fi point features a 360° speaker with a
40mm driver and far-field microphones for Google Assistant. It also
has capacitive touch controls.

GGA00822US

$269.00

GOOGLE NEST

Thermostat in Snow (White)
The Nest Thermostat is easy to control and program with the Google
Home app. With Quick Schedule, you can easily program the Nest
Thermostat in the app, and then adjust anytime you want. It can
turn itself down when you leave the house, so you don’t waste
energy on an empty home. Designed to install yourself.

GGA02180US

$129.99

GOOGLE NEST

Cam Indoor Security Camera
The Nest Indoor Security Camera feature a 1080p recording
resolution at 30 fps, night vision functionality, a 130° wide-angle
field of view, two-way audio, and motion and audio detection.
3 Megapixels with 8x Digital Zoom. Motion and Sound Sensing.
Microphone, Motion Detector & Night Vision. HD Video Streaming.
Live stream to mobile device or laptop using Nest app.

$129.99
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GNC1103US
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GOOGLE NEST

Nest Cam with Floodlight - Wired
A floodlight meets a security camera meets intelligence. Built-in
intelligent alerts help you know and see what’s relevant. Tell the
difference between people, vehicles, and animals. Create Routines
and adjust brightness, sensitivity, and how long the light stays on.
Turn it on with your voice and talk through the camera if you need
to. Two-step verification enhances security, and the green LED
light lets you know it’s recording. Two LED lights and 180° motion
detection add brightness and flexibility, so virtually nothing will go
undetected.

GA02942-US

$279.00

GOOGLE NEST

Indoor/Outdoor Camera
The indoor/outdoor Nest Camera is perfect for vour home or office
needs. It features a 1080p resolution, with built-in intelligence to
send you alerts for people, animals, and vehicles. Nest Cam is
battery powered, which means installation is as easy as hanging a
picture frame. 6x Digital Zoom and Two-Way Audio. 1920 x 1080
resolution at 30 frames per second. IR LEDs allows distance up
to 20 feet at night. Connects via Wi-Fi for a cleaner setup. Builtin rechargeable 6 Ah, 3.65V lithium-ion battery or Nest Cam
weatherproof cables.

GGA02276US

$199.00

GOOGLE NEST
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Nest Video Doorbell Battery Powered
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The Nest Doorbell is the battery-powered video doorbell that works
with any home. Built-in intelligent alerts tell you what’s happening at
your door from anywhere. It can tell the difference between people,
packages, animals, and vehicles. The alerts help you know what’s
relevant to you. And with Nest Aware, you’ll get notified when a
familiar face is at the door. Unlike some other video doorbells, the
Nest Doorbell is designed with a vertical field of view. A 3:4 ratio
means you can see people from head to toe, and packages left on
the ground.

GA02268-US

$179.99

GOOGLE NEST

Hello Doorbell
Monitor your front door with the Hello Video Doorbell from Nest.
Access video on your iOS or Android mobile device from anywhere
w/ an internet connection and Wi-Fi via the free Nest app. When
attached to your existing hardwired doorbell, this dual-band Wi-Fi
device captures 1600 x 1200 resolution video at up to 30 fps. It
features night vision functionality & a 160° diagonal field of view.
Two-way audio communication allows you to interact with visitors,
while noise & echo cancellation ensure that communication is clear.
IPX4-rated for water resistance.

GNC5100US

$229.00

GOOGLE NEST

Google Nest x Yale Lock with Nest
Connect Brushed Nickel
Th Nest x Yale Lock with Nest Connect offers a secure alternative
to the standard deadbolt lock. With this tamper-proof keyless
deadbolt, you won’t have to worry about lost keys or picked locks.
Thanks to unique passcodes, you’ll be able to assign entry access to
family, friends, and guests. One-touch locking allows you to tap the
device to lock it on your way out, and auto-lock automatically locks
it when Nest knows you’re away. Includes 4 AA Batteries.

GRBYRD540WV619

$279.00

GOOGLE NEST

Protect Battery Smoke & CO2 Detector

GS3004PWBUS

$119.00
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The Google Nest Protect Battery-Powered Smoke & Carbon
Monoxide Alarm. It sends a message when there’s a problem or
when the batteries are running low. The Split-Spectrum sensor looks
for both fast and slow-burning fires. Silence false alarms with your
smartphone or tablet. The Google Nest Protect speaks up if there’s
smoke or CO and tells you where it is, so you’ll know what to do
next. Usually the Google Nest Protect has its light turned off, but
when you walk underneath it, Pathlight can lighten darkened areas.
Powered By Six AA Batteries.
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GOOGLE NEST

Temperature Sensor - 3pk (Nest 3rd Gen
Thermostat Required)
The Google Nest Temperature Sensors allow you to maintain a
comfortable temperature in any room of your house. They work
by sensing and communicating the temperature in a room to
compatible Google Nest thermostats. Equipped with Bluetooth Low
Energy wireless technology. A working range of up to 50’ away from
your Nest Thermostat. Includes a CR2 3V lithium batteries deliver up
to 2 years of battery life. The free Nest app allows for simple setup
and customization.
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GT5001SF
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$99.00

GoPro HERO 10 Complete Bundle
NEW! GoPro HERO10 Bundle. Bundle Includes: HERO 10 Camera,
Dual Battery Charger and Extra Battery, PNY Elite-X 256GB SD Card
and GoPro Shorty Mini Extension Pole and Tripod.

$599.99
BROWSE
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HERO10-Bundle
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GoPro

HERO10 Black Action Camera
All-out speed and ultimate ease, now in the most powerful GoPro
ever. Powered by the revolutionary new GP2 processor, HERO10
Black shoots 5.3K video with double the frame rate, 23MP photos,
enhanced low-light performance and game-changing HyperSmooth
4.0 video stabilization in all modes. On top of all that, HERO10 is
cloud connected-so the moment you charge it, your footage is
automatically uploaded to the cloud.

CHDHX-101-CN

$449.99

GoPro

HERO9 Complete Sports Bundle
GoPro HERO9 Bundle Includes: HERO9, Additional Rechargeable
Battery PNY 32GB Elite-X MicroSDHC U3 Card, GoPro Sports Kit
(Features 2 mounts: A chest mount for unbeatable point-of-view
shots, and the handlebar/seat post/pole mount that clamps
to a variety of poles for amazing new perspectives Includes a
customizable compact case for easy transport to and from your
adventure spot) and GoPro Floaty Floating Camera Case for HERO9.

HERO9-Bundle

$484.95

GoPro
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HERO9 Black 5K and 20 MP Streaming
Action Camera - Black
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More power. More clarity. More stability. The groundbreaking HERO9
Black sports a beastly 23.6MP sensor for ridiculous 5K video and
stunning 20MP photos. A dazzling new front display delivers a live
preview for easy framing, while a large rear touch screen with touch
zoom provides fast, intuitive control. HERO9 Black boasts a powerful
feature suite, including HindSight, and supports live streaming and
Webcam7 mode as well. Add in HyperSmooth 3.0, built-in mounting
and 30% more battery life

CHDHX-901-XX

$349.99

GoPro

HERO8 Black 4K Waterproof Action
Camera - Black
Capture smooth time lapse videos with this GoPro HERO8 camera.
The HyperSmooth stabilization technology offers two levels of
stabilization for smooth video reproduction, while the optional
media mod offers advanced customization, giving aspiring creators
a convenient way of adding more lighting and pro-quality audio to
their footage.

CHDHX-801-XX

$299.99

GoPro

Dual Battery Charger + Battery
Compatible with HERO 7 Black. Charges 2 camera batteries
simultaneously. Charges via any USB port. Dual LED lights display
charging status of both batteries. Charge your spare battery while
you use your camera. Includes a spare 1220mAh lithium-ion
rechargeable battery.

AADBD-001

$49.99

GoPro

Casey GoPro Case

ABSSC-002

$59.99
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The GoPro Casey is the perfect travel & storage solution for your
GoPro. It’s small enough to fit inside a backpack, but large enough to
carry your GoPro cameras, plus essential mounts and accessories.
The weather resistant, semi rigid shell guards against light rain and
snow. A padded interior protects your camera, while removable
dividers let you create customized compartments for any gear
setup. Includes a pull out pouch for smaller grab and go accessories
like batteries, thumb screws, microSD™ cards and more.
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GoPro

Blue Sleeve + Lanyard
Personalize your GoPro and keep it ready for action. This premium
silicone sleeve comes in a variety of colors and fits snugly without
adding extra bulk. With an adjustable lanyard, your GoPro will always
be on hand to grab the perfect shot. Sling it around your neck, wear
it on your wrist, or attach it to your gear-and go.

ACSST-003

$19.99

GoPro

HERO9 Rechargeable Battery
1720mAh Lithium-ion Rechargeable Battery as a Spare or
Replacement Battery for Your GoPro HERO 9.

ADBAT-001

$19.99

GoPro

Dual Battery Charger + Battery for
HERO9
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Conveniently charge two GoPro batteries simultaneously with this
Dual Battery Charger and spare 1720mAh lithium-ion battery for
your GoPro HERO9.
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ADDBD-001

$49.99

GoPro

Floaty Floating Camera Case for HERO9
This easy-to-spot accessory keeps your HERO9 Black afloat and
adds protective padding. The wraparound design allows access
to your camera buttons, front LCD screen, back touch screen and
folding fingers for easy mounting. Great for snorkeling, surfing,
wakeboarding or other water activities. Great for snorkeling, surfing,
wakeboarding or other water activities. GoPro not Included.

ADFLT-001

$29.99

GoPro

Media Mod for HERO9
Designed for vlogging, live streaming and near limitless expansionMedia Mod transforms HERO9 Black into a production powerhouse.
It features a built-in directional mic for enhanced voice capture,
3.5mm mic port, HDMI-out for playback on external monitors, plus
two cold-shoe mounts for lights, LCD screens or additional mics.
Built tough and weather-resistant, even the wind is no match for this
mod. The removable foam mic cover suppresses wind gust up to 20
mph (32 kph).

ADFMD-001

$79.99

GoPro

3 Way Arm (Camera Grip, Extension Arm
or Tripod)
This 3-in-1 mount can be used as a camera grip, extension arm or
tripod. The folding arm makes it possible to capture selfies without
the mount appearing in the shot. The handle doubles as a grip and
stores a lightweight mini tripod

$69.99
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AFAEM-001
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GoPro

The Handler - Floating Hand Grip
Get a solid grip on your GoPro and keep it afloat better than ever
before with The Handler. This floating hand grip gives you stability
and control to get your shot, and the quick release base lets you
switch between mounts with ease. Drop it in the water and the bright
orange end of the handle pops to the surface, making it easy to
spot.

AFHGM-002

$29.99

GoPro

Chesty Performance Chest Mount
Capture exciting live video and photographs hands-free with this
GoPro Chesty mount. It has soft padding that lets you wear it in
comfort, and the straps are adjustable to fit a wide range of adult
sizes. This GoPro Chesty mount is made of polycarbonate and
stainless steel materials for durability.

AGCHM-001

$39.99

GoPro

Hand + Wrist Strap Mount
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Show off your photographic style with this GoPro strap mount. Fully
adjustable straps let you attach a GoPro camera to your hand, wrist,
arm or leg to capture a wide array of POV footage and selfies. This
GoPro strap mount lets you rotate your camera 360 degrees without
unmounting for quick adjustments.
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AHWBM-002

$49.99

GoPro

Sports Kit
Features 2 mounts: A chest mount for unbeatable point-of-view
shots, and the handlebar/seatpost/pole mount that clamps
to a variety of poles for amazing new perspectives. Includes a
customizable compact case for easy transport to and from your
adventure spot. GoPro camera sold separately

AKTAC-001

$70.00

GoPro

Camera Accessory Adventure Kit 2.0,
Black
Gear up with must-have mounts for hiking, snorkeling, riding roller
coasters and more. This kit features The Handler (Floating Hand
Grip) for handheld footage in and out of the water, a Head Strap for
immersive point-of-view shots and a QuickClip for attaching your
GoPro to a baseball cap. It all comes bundled with a convenient
carrying case at an awesome value.

AKTES-002

$49.99

GoPro

Travel Kit
Grab a sweet deal on gear that’s perfect for selfies, group shots and
more while you’re out exploring. This kit includes the ultra versatile
Shorty (Mini Extension Pole + Tripod) and a Sleeve + Lanyard for
wearing your GoPro around your neck, on your wrist or strapped to
your pack.

$59.99
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AKTTR-001
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GoPro

MAX 360 Degree 5.6K Action Camera Black
Take panoramic footage with this GoPro MAX digital camera. The
16.6MP sensor captures detailed footage and 360-degree views, and
the six built-in microphones record immersive audio. This GoPro
MAX digital camera has a touch display that lets you switch between
standard and 360-degree video modes and choose from multiple
digital lenses to customize your footage.

CHDHZ-202-XX

$499.99

GoPro

PNY 256GB Elite-X Class 10 U3 V30
MicroSDXC Flash Memory Card
The PNY Elite-X Class 10 U3 V30 microSD Flash Memory Cards
are the perfect solution by which to expand on-board memory
of mobile devices such as smartphones, tablets, action cameras,
drones, and more, allowing users to free up space to enjoy more
digital content. The Elite-X microSD Flash Memory Cards are rated
Class 10, U3, V30, with read speeds of up to 100MB/s, guaranteeing
that users can not only quickly and easily store and share content
between devices, but also engage in HD photography and 4K Ultra
HD

P-SDU256U3100EX-GE

$43.99

GoPro

PNY 32GB Elite-X MicroSDHC U3 Card
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The PNY Elite-X microSD card is rated Class 10, U3, which
guarantees fast transfer speeds so you can quickly transfer and
share your content while you’re on the go. It is perfect for use with
the latest smartphones, tablets, action cameras, 360° cameras,
drones and more.
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P-SDU32U3WX-GE

$14.99

A world-leading audio and video brand, Jabra provides intelligent products so people
can enjoy better calls, better music and better media. Explore a variety of headsets,

BROWSE

headphones and speakers from Jabra, perfect for the office, in the gym or on the go.

Jabra

Speak 510 Speakerphone
Increase productivity and stay focused wherever you are with Jabra
Speak, a range of portable speakerphones that give you the power
to literally turn any room into a conference room. Regardless of
your location and your timeline, you can now join the conversation
anytime, anywhere.

100-43100000-02

$149.99

Jabra

45H On-Ear Wireless Headphones with
Up to 50 Hours of Battery Life
Jabra Elite 45h, Titanium Black – On-Ear Wireless Headphones with
Up to 50 Hours of Battery Life, Superior Sound with Advanced
40mm Speakers – Compact, Foldable & Lightweight Design

$99.99
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100-91800004-02
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Jabra

45H On-Ear Wireless Headphones with
Up to 50 Hours of Battery Life
Jabra Elite 45h, Titanium Black – On-Ear Wireless Headphones with
Up to 50 Hours of Battery Life, Superior Sound with Advanced
40mm Speakers – Compact, Foldable & Lightweight Design

100-91800000-02

$99.99

Jabra

Tour - Bluetooth Car Speakerphones
Noise-cancelling technology ensures understandable calls without
the annoying “speakerphone” sound. Your every word will come
through clearly thanks to the HD Voice microphone. Whether you’re
on a call or listening to music, the powerful 3-watt speaker delivers
great sound.

100-44000000-02

$79.99

Jabra

Evolve UC Evolve 20 Wired Stereo
Headphones, Black
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Professional headset with easy call management. Entry-level
professional headset with easy call management and great sound
for calls and music. Simple connectivity makes it easy to get started
with your PC.
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100-55900000-02

$49.99

Jabra

Evolve 40 Stereo On-Ear Headset, Black
Professional headset for greater productivity and amazing sound
for calls and music. To block out distraction, the headset contains
passive noise cancellation and has a special busy light that turns
Red to let people know when you’re on the phone. You can also turn
it on manually when you don’t want to be disturbed.

100-55910000-02

$119.99

Jabra

Elite Active 75t True Wireless In-Ear
Headphones with ANC, Navy
Jabra Elite Active 75t True Wireless Bluetooth Earbuds, Navy –
Wireless Earbuds for Running and Sport, Charging Case Included, 4th
Generation, 24 Hour Battery, Noise Cancelling Sport Earbuds

100-99091000-02

$199.99
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JLab is the leading personal audio company and #1 acessible True Wireless brand in
America, delivering high performance, easy to use, innovative products.

BROWSE

JLab

Talk Go USB Microphone
Talk GO offers a 5-foot USB/USB-C input cable to plug into your
device and operate your recording hassle-free. Use the standardsized 5/8” input for swivel mounting anything, like camera tripods
or other stands. Talk GO is free from drivers, and features plug and
play, allowing you to record within seconds.

MTALKGORBLK4

$49.00

JLab

Go Airtrue Wireless Earbuds
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GO Air True Wireless Earbuds are our smallest fit ever, 20% smaller
than JBuds Air, and offer 20+ hours of total playtime. The slimmer
case is easily accessible, and a strong magnet secures the buds
especially when you are on-the-GO. Easy on the wallet, JLab GO Air
features touch controls and dual connect, allowing the earbuds to
be used independently.
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EBGOAIRRBLK82
EBGOAIRRNVYBLK82
EBGOAIRRWHTGRY82

$29.99

JLab

JBuds Air True Wireless Signature
Earbuds
Time to GO on the move, in a pinch, out the door. Grab your JBuds
Air True Wireless Earbuds as you head to work, get to the gym, or
jump on an airplane. A 3-4-hour battery life with Bluetooth 5 gives
you just enough power to get through those music moments. Their
innovative charging case provides 10 extra hours to the earbuds
so you can charge back up quickly. Automatically turning on and
connecting to each other right out of the case, they provide hasslefree technology. Perfect for on-the-GO moments.

EBJBUDSAIRRBLK82
EBJBUDSAIRRWHT82

$49.99

JLab

JBuddies Studio Over Ear Kids
Headphones
Let kids jam to their favorite tunes with these JLab Audio JBuddies
headphones. They fit children ages 6 and up, and the built-in volume
regulators keep sound below 85db to protect little ears. These JLab
Audio JBuddies headphones fold up for portability, and the braided
nylon cord withstands the wear and tear of regular use.

JKSTUDIO-GRYBLU-BOX
JKSTUDIO-GRYPRPL-BOX

$19.99

JLab

Epic Air Anctrue Wireless Earbuds, Black

EBEAIRNCRBLK82

$99.99
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Enjoy 12+ hours of playtime, plus an additional 36+ hours from the
charging case. ANC (Active Noise Cancelling) gives you uninterrupted
audio, wherever you go. Designed with an infrared sensor in each
bud, your music will pause automatically when you take them out
of your ear, then continue to immediately play once you place them
back in. Dual charging options allow for wireless charging or through
the integrated charging cable and USB-A port.
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JLab

Epic Air Sport ANC True Wireless
Earbuds in Black
JLab Epic Air Sport ANC True Wireless Earbuds. Ultimate true
wireless with active noise canceling and sport fit, up to 70+ hours
playtime and customizable sound via the JLab Air ANC app, Smart
Active Noise Cancellation, Dual charging options: Use any wireless
pad to charge your case so you stay powered. Plus use the
integrated charging cable and plug into any USB-A charging port,
Wear Detect Sensor, Movie Mode, Dual Connect and C3 Calling

EBEAIRSPTNCRBLK82

$99.99

JLab

Epic Executive Wireless Active Noise
Cancelling Earbuds, Black
The Epic Executive Bluetooth Active Noise Canceling Earbuds let
you feel like you’re about to run the show. Let the active noise
canceling technology tune out the world while you GO to your next
big business meeting, that dream job interview, or the championship
game. Turn ANC on and off, control your music, or take phone calls,
all without ever touching your device.

EBEPICEXECRBLK123

$99.99

JLab

Epic Sport Wireless Earbuds
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The Epic Sport Wireless Earbuds won’t let you slow down. A 12hour battery life keeps you going from game to game, activity to
activity. Recharge when needed with a magnetic USB cable. Its IP66
sweatproof rating will protect them from all of your hobbies. Change
the way you listen with Custom EQ3 Sound. Their secure Memory
Wire and multiple ear tips will provide endless all-day comfort.
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EBEPICSPORTRBLK42
EBEPICSPORTRBLU42
EBEPICSPORTRWHT42

$99.99

JLab

Fit 2.0 Bluetooth Earbuds
The ultimate workout buddy, JLab Fit 2.0 Bluetooth Sport Earbuds
will keep you going through it all: running, biking, climbing, you
name it. Their 6-hour battery life and easy-to-use universal controls
will keep you powering on without the wires. Keep your earbuds
connected to your device up to 30 feet away. Find your custom
fit with the Memory Wire ear hook and seven included gel tips.
JLab’s proprietary Memory Wire ear hook will shape to your ear,
maximizing fit and security for your most intense workouts.

EBFIT2RBLK123
EBFIT2RBLKBLU123

$29.99

JLab

Play Wireless Stereo Gaming Headset,
Black/Blue
Hear all your games in high-quality sound with this JLab Audio Play
wireless gaming headset. With an increased mid to high frequency
response and super-low 60 ms latency, this headset is able to
deliver clear vocals and enhance spatial awareness without lag.
JLab Audio’s Play wireless gaming headset delivers over 22 hours of
playtime and compatibility with PCs, consoles and mobile devices to
handle every session.

GHBPLAYRBLKBLU4

$49.99

JLab

Studio Wireless On-Ear Headphones,
Black

HBASTUDIORBLK4

$29.99
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Enjoy all-day comfort and crystal clear music with the Studio
Wireless. A long 30+ hour battery life with Bluetooth 5 keeps you
going and jamming no matter where you are. Have full control over
your music with the touch of a button while you hit the beach,
travel, or just relax
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JLab

Jbuds Air Executive True Wireless
The JBuds Air Executive keep you going for travel and business, with
30+ hours of playtime and dual microphones providing a crystalclear listening experience for both phone calls and music. From
the office to the airport, a 6-hour battery life in each earbud and
24+ extra hours in the case provide all day listening. An ergonomic
design plus included Cloud foam eartips keep the earbuds
comfortable for long days and an IP55 sweat resistance offer the
durability you need wherever you go

JBUDSAIREXECRBLK

$69.99

JLab

JBuds Air Sport True Wireless Earbuds,
Black
The JBuds Air Sport keep you going through any long, sweaty
workout. The 6-hour battery life, plus an additional 34+ extra hours
in the charging case, helps you power through. An IP66 sweat
resistance holds up against even the toughest workouts. Plus, an
ergonomic design with an over-ear hook and Cloud Foam™ eartips
offer secure comfort for any activity

JBUDSAIRSPRTRBLK

$69.99

JLab
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Audio Talk Pro USB Microphone - USB-C
Output - Cardioid, Omnidirectional,
Stereo.
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Professional Level Meet Talk Pro, the ultimate professional level
microphone featuring the highest quality 192kHz/24BIT resolution
in the game. Offering three condensers and 4 directional pattern
modes to give you the best experience no matter what you’re
recording: Podcasts, game streams, music or voice, even ASMR. Topnotch volume and gain controls and quick-mute offer a hassle-free
experience with clear sound for any occasion.

MTALKPRORBLK4

$149.00

JLab

Audio Talk USB Microphone - USB-C
Output - Cardioid, Omnidirectional
Desktop Style High Performer - Meet Talk, an intermediate,
desktop-style high performer microphone with three studio-quality
condensers and a 96kHz/24BIT resolution to put your sound at ease
for better recordings and podcasts wherever you go. With the four
prominent directional pattern modes, you choose what you want
to record. Whether your record a podcast, game stream, YouTube
video, music or a voiceover, Talk gives you powerful sound quality
with all the controls.

MTALKRBLK4

$99.00
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Building speakers since 1946, Klipsch was built on the science behind the sound.
Fully immerse yourself in sound with the best in luxury audio from headphones and

BROWSE

earbuds to speakers and soundbars.

Klipsch

RP-8000F Ebony Floorstanding Speaker
(Each)
The Klipsch RP-8000F floorstanding speaker delivers incredible
cinematic sound by leveraging our proprietary Tractrix® horn-loaded
technology and dual 8” copper-spun Cerametallic™ woofers.

1065795

$749.99

Klipsch

R-41PM Powered Speakers (Pair)
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The R-41PM powered speakers are designed to connect to virtually
any source without the need for an A/V receiver. These powered
speakers deliver room-filling sound and incredible acoustics without
taking up too much space.
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1066251

$499.99

Klipsch

Reference Series R-41M 2-Way Bookshelf
Speakers (Pair)
Suitable for use in various settings, this pair of Klipsch Reference
Series R-41M 2-Way Bookshelf Speakers can handle up to 50W
per channel RMS or 200W peak and are equipped with a 4” spuncopper IMG woofer and a 1” aluminum LTS tweeter paired with a 90
x 90° Tractrix horn for broad directionality.

1065838

$254.00

Klipsch

SPL-120 12” 600W Subwoofer (Ebony)
Boost the bass impact of your movies and music with the ebony
Klipsch SPL-120 12” 600W Subwoofer. This front-firing subwoofer
features a 12” long-throw Cerametallic woofer and delivers up
to 300W RMS of power, or up to 600W of peak power. With a
frequency response of 24 to 125 Hz, this subwoofer is equipped to
handle a variety of listening material. Integrated low-pass, volume,
and phase control settings allow you to tailor the sound of the
subwoofer to your listening environment.

1065966

$759.99

Klipsch

Cinema 1200 1200W 5.1.4-Channel
Soundbar System

1067536

$1,699.00
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Enhance the audio of your display with the Klipsch Cinema 1200
1200W 5.1.4-Channel Soundbar System. It features three 1” tweeters
mated to Tractrix horns and six 3” composite fiber oval woofers in
the soundbar, with a 12” wireless subwoofer for augmented bass
response, plus two wireless surround speakers with 3” composite
fiber drivers. The soundbar and surround speakers
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Klipsch

Cinema 800 800W 3.1-Channel
Soundbar System
Enhance the audio of your display with the Klipsch Cinema 800
800W 3.1-Channel Soundbar System. It features three 1” tweeters
mated to Tractrix horns and four 3” composite fiber oval woofers,
with a 10” wireless subwoofer for augmented bass response. The
soundbar has optical and two HDMI inputs for direct connection to
your source devices, an eARC-compatible HDMI output to connect
to your display, Bluetooth connectivity for wireless streaming from
your compatible device,

1067539

$849.00

Klipsch

Cinema 400Powered 2.1-Channel Sound
Bar/Sub System with Bluetooth
2.1-channel sound bar and subwoofer system with premium
wooden enclosures. Built-in Bluetooth for wireless music streaming
from compatible devices

1068774

$299.99

Klipsch
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Cinema 600 600W 3.1-Channel
Soundbar System
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Enhance the audio of your display with the Klipsch Cinema 600
600W 3.1-Channel Soundbar System. It features three 1” tweeters
mated to Tractrix horns and four 3” composite fiber woofers, with an
8” wireless subwoofer for augmented bass response. The soundbar
has an HDMI ARC and an optical input for direct connection to your
display, Bluetooth connectivity for wireless streaming from your
compatible device

1068777

$499.99

Klipsch

T5 II True Wireless In-Ear Sport
Headphones (Black)
The T5 II true wireless earphones give you up to 8 hours of battery
life, while the included charging case has enough power for up to
24 additional hours. Simply insert the earbuds and close the case
to recharge them. Both the case and earbuds can withstand the
elements as you work out, with IP67-rated dust, sweat, and water
resistant.

1069027

$229.00

Klipsch

T5 II True Wireless ANC Earphones
(Gunmetal)
Featuring state-of-the-art active noise cancelling technology, plus
control your audio TRULY hands-free with BRAGI® Moves, simply
move your head to control your device. With a 7-hour battery
(5 with ANC) plus another 21 (15 with ANC) in the sleek wireless
charging case, these earphones won’t let you down on the go. Small,
ergonomic earphones are designed to fit perfectly into your ear.

1069030

$299.00

Klipsch

T5 II True Wireless In-Ear Headphones
(Gunmetal)

1069025

$199.00
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The true wireless design saves you the hassle of dealing with tangled
cords as audio is transmitted via Bluetooth 5.0 from a compatible
mobile device. A signal-boost antenna helps to ensure a seamless
connection between the earphones and your playback device. The
built-in battery gives you up to 8 hours of playback, but they can be
recharged three additional times with the included charging case.
When on the go, you can use the T5 II headphones almost anywhere
as they are both sweat and water resistant.
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Klipsch

Over Ear ANC Headphones (Black)
Over Ear Over-Ear Active Noise Cancelling headphones provide 40
decibels of active noise cancellation. With quick USB-C charging,
you’ll be able to get five hours of battery life after just ten minutes
or charging and up to 30 hours of audio playback on a single charge.
Lightweight design and comfortable memory foam are perfect for all
day wear.

1069151

$399.00

Klipsch

Cinema 600 5.1 Dolby Atomos System
BRING THE CINEMA HOME Bring decades of cinema expertise to
your home theater sound with the Klipsch Cinema 600 Sound
Bar. The Cinema 600 is a true 3.1 system, featuring a dedicated
center channel speaker for enhanced vocal clarity, and horn loaded
tweeters, just like our legendary professional cinema speakers, for
dynamic power in every detail of your music and movies. Add the
optional Surround 3’s for a true 5.1 surround sound experience.

1069452

$849.99

Klipsch
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R-100SW Subwoofer 10” Front-Firing
Subwoofer
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Klipsch’s R-100SW powered subwoofer features a 10” spun-copper
woofer that’s powered by a 150-watt RMS amplifier. It might be the
smallest sub in the company’s 2018 Reference lineup, but it still
delivers punchy bass down to 32 Hz - deep enough to add serious
punch to movie soundtracks and TV show special effects.

R-100SW

$429.99

Klipsch

12” Powered Subwoofer (Black)
If you crave deep bass that makes you feel like part of the action on
the screen, then you’re not alone my friend - I’m right there with you!
The 12” Klipsch R-120SW powered subwoofer offers low-frequency
punch way down to 29 Hz, which will make dinosaur and spaceship
movies take on a whole new level of realism in your room. A
built-in, 200-watt RMS amplifier powers the R-120SW and ensures
controlled, accurate bass that sounds great with movie soundtracks
and music alike.

R-120SW

$549.99

Klipsch

Reference R-8SW Compact Powered
Subwoofer
If you’ve been looking for hard-hitting bass without taking up much
floor space, look no further than the Klipsch Reference R-8SW.
Our customers have discovered that this compact sub adds lifelike
punch to music and movie soundtracks. This small-but-mighty sub
pumps out potent bass that’s ideal for small- to medium-sized room

R-8SW

$319.99
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Ledger is a fast paced, growing company developing security and infrastructure
solutions for cryptocurrencies as well as blockchain applications for individuals and
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companies, by leveraging a distinctive, proprietary technology.

Ledger

Nano S Plus
Unlock a world of crypto possibilities with the Ledger Nano S Plus.
Your must-have Web 3.0 Companion. Perfect for beginners, simple
and powerful to use. Buy, secure, exchange, grow and manage your
crypto and NFTs. Manage over 5,500 digital assets. Up to 100 apps
installed. More memory lets you have up to 100 apps installed
simultaneously.

Nano S Plus

$79.00

Ledger
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Nano X Crypto Hardware Wallet Bluetooth
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Unlock a world of crypto possibilities with the Ledger Nano X. The
most advanced hardware wallet to securely trade all your crypto
assets . Buy, secure, exchange, grow and manage your crypto on
the go. Combine the Ledger Nano X with the Ledger Live app for
maximum security and control over your digital assets. The Ledger
Nano X keeps your coins & NFTs offline and protected. Manage and
invest your crypto anytime, anywhere, with Ledger and our partners.
Buy, exchange, trade crypto in seconds, the simple, safe, smart way.

Nano X

$149.00

Winners aren’t made overnight. Over 50 years of sound and design expertise have
been distilled down into every Marshall speaker, bringing the big stage presence
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right to you. Our assortment of Marshall speakers and headphones deliver that front
row sound wherever you are.

Marshall

Emberton Portable Bluetooth Speaker,
Black
Emberton is a compact portable speaker with the loud and
vibrant sound only Marshall can deliver. Emberton utilizes True
Stereophonic, a unique form of multi-directional sound from
Marshall. Experience absolute 360° sound where every spot is a
sweet spot. With 20+ hours of playtime, you can enjoy the superior
sound of Marshall for hours on end.

1001908

$149.99

Marshall

Monitor II A.N.C. Noise Cancelling
Wireless Over-Ear Headphones

1005228

$349.99
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These headphones are engineered with active noise cancellation
technology, which cancels out ambient noise and sounds so you’re
left alone with your favorite audio. The 40mm dynamic drivers built
into the Monitor II headphones are crafted to ensure the sound you
do hear is clear and accurate, from punchy bass to bright highs.
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Marshall

ACTON II Bluetooth Speaker, Black
Acton II is the smallest speaker in the Marshall line-up, but produces
a sound that’s nothing short of large. Bluetooth 5.0 provides
superior wireless sound at a range of up to 30 feet (10 metres).
Fine-tune your music to meet your requirements with the Marshall
Bluetooth app or the analogue controls on your speaker’s top pane.

1002481

$279.99

Marshall

ACTON II Bluetooth Speaker, White
Acton II is the smallest speaker in the Marshall line-up, but produces
a sound that’s nothing short of large. Bluetooth 5.0 provides
superior wireless sound at a range of up to 30 feet (10 meters).
Fine-tune your music to meet your requirements with the Marshall
Bluetooth app or the analogue controls on your speaker’s top pane.

1002483

$249.99

Marshall
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STANMORE II Bluetooth Speaker, Black
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Stanmore II is the most versatile speaker in the Marshall line-up
and is perfect for any room, big or small. Bluetooth 5.0 and aptX
technology provides lossless wireless sound at a range of up to
30 feet. Fine-tune your music to meet your requirements with the
Marshall Bluetooth app or the analogue controls on your speaker’s
top panel.

1002485

$349.99

Marshall

STOCKWELL II Portable Bluetooth
Speaker
Echoing the legacy of rock ‘n’ roll, Stockwell II has a solid metal
grille that pays homage to the steel mesh grille found on many
microphones and a guitar inspired carry strap for easy portability.
Its roadworthy construction with silicone exterior and IPX4 waterresistant rating make it extremely rugged and durable. Take it with
you wherever the long road leads.

1001898

$219.99

Marshall

KILBURN II Portable Bluetooth Speaker,
Black
Get on the road with Kilburn ii. Free from the confines of wires and
cords, this Bluetooth speaker offers 20+ hours of portable playtime
on a single charge. This stout-hearted hero weighs only 2.5 kg and
is the loudest speaker in its class. It produces a clear midrange,
deep bass and extended highs that are unrivalled for a speaker this
size, and its multi-directional sound will immerse you in your music,
indoors or out.

1002634

$279.99

Marshall

TUFTON Portable Speaker, Black
Echoing the legacy of rock ‘n’ roll, Tufton has a solid metal grille that
pays homage to the steel mesh grille found on many microphones
and a guitar inspired carry strap for easy portability. An IPX2 waterresistant rating and ush mounted corner caps make it an extremely
rugged and durable speaker. Tufton is a behemoth of sound, made
for the open road.

$449.99
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1002638
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Marshall

Major IV Bluetooth Black
Meet Major IV, the iconic headphones from Marshall with 80+ solid
hours of wireless playtime, wireless charging and a new, improved
ergonomic design. With more than three full days of power, you can
stop worrying about your headphones dying on you when you need
them. – no more hunting for your charging cable in a mess of wires.
Custom-tuned dynamic drivers deliver roaring bass, smooth mids
and brilliant treble for a rich, unrivalled sound that you’ll never want
to turn off.

1005773

$149.99

Marshall

Motif ANC Black
CANCEL THE NOISE, AMPLIFY THE SOUND: Set your own level of
active noise cancellation and Transparency for a truly personal
listening experience. RELIABLE PLAYTIME WITH WIRELESS
CHARGING: Each earbud holds 4.5 hours of wireless playtime with
full A.N.C. and the portable charging case provides 20 total hours
of playtime on a single charge. Wireless charging also makes it even
easier to charge and go.

1005964

$199.99

Marshall

Mode II True Wireless Black
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Meet Mode II, the first true wireless in-ear Bluetooth headphones
from Marshall. Mode II is relentless, delivering 5 hours of wireless
playtime in the earbuds on a single charge with a portable charging
case that carries four additional charges. Engineered to deliver a
thunderous audio experience, Mode II produces phenomenal sound
with no wires attached.
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1005611

$179.99

Marshall

Minor III True Wireless Headphones
Minor III True Wireless Headphones. Get that high-quality Marshall
sound without the wires with the Marshall Minor III wireless
headphones. Lightweight-yet-durable earpiece headphones with 25hrs of wireless playtime. Pair easily with your device with a Bluetooth
5.2 connection, Intuitive touch controls, Portable USB-C charging
case.

1005983

$129.99
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Thoughtfully designed technology to simplify your life. Nimble products are made
from sustainable materials, like recycled plastic waste, for a lower impact on our
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environment.

Nimble

CHAMP 10,000 mAh Portable Charger
Nimble CHAMP 10,000 mAh Portable Charger is Ultra Compact
measuring only 3” x 2.2” x .9”. But don’t be fooled by its size. Its 18W
Power Delivery and QC 4.0 technology system charges any device
up to 3x faster. Charges two devices simultaneously, Up to an 80%
charge in 30 minutes, REPLAY™ Certified Recycled Plastic, Housed
in 72.5% post-consumer plastic to further reduce total footprint
by -7.51 lbs. of CO2 compared to available portable charger
alternatives. Plastic-Free Packaging, USB-C Input, Output: USB-C &
USB-A, 2 year warranty.
NB-CPC-10K-PD-BLU
NB-CPC-10K-PD-GRN
NB-CPC-10K-PD-GRY

$49.95

Nimble
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CHAMP PRO 20,000 mAh Portable
Charger in Gray
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Nimble CHAMP PRO 20,000 mAh Portable Charger with Ultra-dense
power cells enable this 20,000mAh battery to produce 60W of
power in a easy-to-carry design. Housing made from at least 72.5%
post-consumer recycled plastic.60W USB-C PD 4.0 Output18W
USB-A QC 4.0 Output

NB-CPC-20K-PD-GRY

$99.95

Nimble

Nimble Apollo Double Pad 30 Watt
Wireless Charger
Supports up to 30W of wireless power - or 15W each to two
devices. Includes a Wall charger. Anti-slip surface made from
recycled silicone. Compatible with most phone cases up to 3mm.
Easy magnetic alignment with iPhone 12 series. Dimensions: 7.7”
x 4.3” x 0.5”. REPLAY ™ Certified Recycled Materials . Plastic-Free
Packaging. 2-Year Warranty.

NB-WP-DP-ABLK-NA

$79.95

Nimble

Nimble Apollo Single Pad 15 Watt
Wireless Charger
Up to 15W high-speed charging on contact. Includes a 20W Type-C
Wall charger & 2M Cable. Anti-slip surface made from recycled
silicone. Compatible with most phone cases up to 3mm. Easy
magnetic alignment with iPhone 12 series. Dimensions: 3.78” x
3.78” x 0.25”. REPLAY ™ Certified Recycled Materials . Plastic-Free
Packaging. 2-Year Warranty.

NB-WP-SP-ABLK-NA

$49.95

Nimble

Champ Lite 5K Portable Charger
Ultra compact. 15W USB-C for 2x faster charge speeds. 5,200 mAh
battery. Works with iPhone, iPad, Android devices and more. Charges
two devices simultaneously. 15W USB-C output. Charge any device
up to 2x faster. Plastic-Free Packaging. 2-Year Warranty. Dimensions:
3” x 2.2” x 0.99”.

NB-CPC-5K-WHT

$24.95
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NB-CPC-5K-BLK
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Nimble

Wally Mini 20W High Speed Wall Charger
Dual Port USB-C / USB-A 20W Charger PD Fast Charge 4.0 & QC 4.0
Made from at least 72.5% Post-Consumer Recycled Plastic. PlasticFree Packaging. Certified for Recycled Content & Antimicrobial
effectiveness

NB-AL-PD20W-1C1A-GRY

$19.95

Nimble

Nimble Backstage Eco-Friendly Recycled
AirPod Case
Maximum impact protection. Made from 72.5% recycled materials.
Wireless charging compatible. Compatible with AirPods Pro or
AirPods 3rd Generation. Weight: Less than 1 Ounce. Qi Charging
Compatible. Made from Post-Consumer Recycled Silicone &
Polycarbonate. Plastic-Free Packaging.

NB-SC-APG2-02827 (Lilac)
NB-SC-APPG1-02803 (Navy Blue)

$39.95

Nimble

Bottle Case - iPhone 11
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World’s only iPhone case made from 100% recycled plastic bottles.
Slim and protective durable fabric exterior, plus 5% donated to
protecting the world’s oceans and marine life.
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NB-CASE-IPXI-BLK

$39.95

Nimble

Bottle Case 2 - iPhone 11 Pro
World’s only iPhone case made from 100% recycled plastic bottles.
Slim and protective durable fabric exterior, plus 5% donated to
protecting the world’s oceans and marine life.

NB-CASE-IPXIP-BLK

$39.95

Nimble

Bottle Case 2 - iPhone 11 Pro Max
World’s only iPhone case made from 100% recycled plastic bottles.
Slim and protective durable fabric exterior, plus 5% donated to
protecting the world’s oceans and marine life.

NB-CASE-IPXIPM-BLK

$39.95

Nimble

Bottle Case - Black XR
World’s only iPhone case made from 100% recycled plastic bottles.
The Bottle Case has a soft rPET fabric interior lining to cushion
your _iPhone_, and a rPET camera ring around the edges of the
_iPhone_’s camera bump.

$39.95
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NB-CASE-IPXR-BLK
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Nimble

Eco Friendly Bottle Case - Black X/XS
World’s only iPhone case made from 100% recycled plastic bottles.
The Bottle Case has a soft rPET fabric interior lining to cushion
your _iPhone_, and a rPET camera ring around the edges of the
_iPhone_’s camera bump.

NB-CASE-IPXS-BLK

$39.95

Nimble

Wally Pro 10,000 mAh Portable
Everything Charger
Nimble Wally Pro Portable Charger, Plug it in. Charge a MacBook
or USB-C powered laptop at full 60W speed - or split the charge
between both ports for 45W & 18W fast charging. Includes a 10,000
mAh battery which self-charges while plugged in, so it’s never out of
juice. Just take it with you. Super-Speed GaN Technology transfers
more power-faster-using less energy, an incredible 63W of power
from the wall outlet or 36W of power as a battery, Built with 72.5%
certified recycled plastic, Shipped carbon neutral in plastic-free
packaging, 2 Year Warranty

NB-PC-PD60W-1C1A-GRY

$99.95

Nimble

Cable Powerknit USB-C To Lightning 1
Meter Space Grey
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1M,Type-C Charge to Lightning (Apple) PD Fast Charge 4.0, 420 mbps
Transfer Cable features knit fabric derived from 100% recycled
water bottles. Recycled aluminum cable heads Type-C & Lightning
Available (MFi Certified
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NB-USBC-LTG-1M-SGRY

$24.95

OBSBOT, an artificial intelligence camera brand by REMO TECH, is dedicated to
connecting people and the imaging industry to the future. We hope that with more
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innovative products, people can enjoy the freedom of expressing their creativity
through videos, without hassle or complexity.

OBSBOT

OBSBOT Me - AI Powered Tracking Tripod
OBSBOT Me AI-Powered Tracking Tripod, AI Tracking Auto Frame
& Gesture Control, 120° Wide Angle, No App Required, Auto Face
Tracking Phone Holder for Selfie Vlog Skype & Face Time Calls.

OSB-2007-C

$149.00

OBSBOT

OBSBOT Tiny - AI Powered Webcam
OBSBOT Tiny PTZ Webcam, AI-Powered Framing & Gesture Control,
Full HD 1080p Webcam with Dual Omni-Directional Mics, 90-Degree
Wide Angle, Low-Light Correction, Works with Zoom, Skype and
More.

$199.00
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PhoneSoap helps people live better by defeating the worst germs and pollution
we encounter daily—from serious microbes on phones and other gear to harmful
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viruses and particles in the air we breathe. Backed by a decade of experience,
PhoneSoap provides solutions for homes, schools, offices restaurants and more!

PhoneSoap

Phone Soap 3 UV Smartphone Sanitizer
& Universal Charger
PHONESOAP 3 - THE FIRST UV-C SANITIZER AND CHARGER: This
unit houses two scientifically proven germicidal UV-C bulbs that
completely sanitize your entire phone, killing 99.99% of all bacteria
and germs. In addition, the unit offers one USB port and one USB-C
port for charging.

500-1 (White)
500-2 (Black)

$79.95

PhoneSoap

HomeSoap UV Sanitizer - White
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Our new, larger unit is built to sanitize tablets and smaller home
items. Based on popular demand we’ve added an On & Off switch
that can be used to toggle between manual and automatic modes,
or turn off your UV-C lights at any time.
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XLB-1White

$199.95

PhoneSoap

PhoneSoap Pro UV Sanitizer - White
Twice the bulbs, half the time. PhoneSoap Pro offers an enhanced
sanitizing experience, killing 99.99%† of bacteria in just 5 minutes.
With a larger sanitizing bay than previous models, large phones and
thick accessories fit comfortably.

PSPROv1W

$119.95

PhoneSoap

PhoneSoap Basic UV Sanitizer
Disinfect your regularly used devices easily with this PhoneSoap
Basic sanitizer. The USB Type-A port provides charging capability for
electronics and uses UV-C ultraviolet light technology to eliminate
germs and bacteria safely in 10 minutes.

L500-1 (White)
L500-2 (Black)

$49.99

PhoneSoap

PhoneSoap GO UV Sanitizer/6,000 mAh
Power Bank
Now you can travel with peace of mind. Sanitize and charge your
smartphone on the train, plane, or wherever else you may be with
the rechargeable PhoneSoap Go.

701-2 (White)

$99.99
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701-1 (Indigo)
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PhoneSoap

PhoneSoap AirSoap Air Purifier - White
AirSoap is a revolutionary new air purifier technology that kills and
captures even the smallest viruses HEPA filters can’t. Proven to kill
99.99% of airborne viruses*, AirSoap uses washable and reusable
collection plates instead of costly HEPA filters. The AirSoap can also
reduce allergens like pet dander as well as help purify polluted and
smoke-filled air.
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ASv1W-CG
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$399.99

Razer, the world’s leading lifestyle brand for gamers, is one of the most recognized
brands in the global gaming industry. Razer has developed gamer-focused products
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with award-winning performance for audio, mobile gaming, PC gaming and consoles.

Razer

BlackShark V2 X Multi-Platform Wired
ESports Gaming Headset
Razer Blackshark V2 X Multi-Platform Wired Esports Headset, Razer™
Triforce Titanium 50 mm Drivers, Razer™ HyperClear Cardioid Mic,
Advanced Passive Noise Cancellation, Lightweight Comfort, 7.1
Surround Sound, PC, Mac, PS4, Xbox One, Nintendo Switch and
mobile devices (with a 3.5mm port).

RZ04-03240100-R3U1

$59.99

Razer

Seiren Mini - USB Condenser Microphone
for Streaming
Professional Recording Quality: With its 14mm condenser capsule
and flat frequency response, the mic broadcasts your voice with
stellar clarity that’s filled with crisp highs and deep lows. Easy to
bring along if you need take your streaming elsewhere.

RZ19-03450300-R3M1 (White)

$49.99
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RZ19-03450200-R3M1 (Pink)
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Razer

Thresher Stereo Headset for PC, PS4,
PS5: Wireless Connection - Retractable
Digital Microphone
Razer Thresher 7.1 for PlayStation 4 provides you with industryleading audio realism. Whether you need to detect where the
enemies are coming from or hear your aerial backup flying past
overhead, you can expect to hear every single detail.

RZ04-02230100-R3U1

$149.99

Razer

Thresher Wireless Headphones for Xbox
One
Perfect for any hardcore gamers in pursuit of the ultimate gaming
experience. The Razer Thresher for Xbox One features wireless
virtual surround sound with enhanced depth and distance. Raise the
mastery of your game to a new level. Equipped with leatherette and
lightweight memory foam ear cushions, you can wear it around the
clock without pressure or fatigue. The in-built quick control buttons
and a retractable digital microphone make communication with
teammates easier while keeping instant access to master volume
even in the heat of action.

RZ04-02240100-R3U1

$149.99

Razer

Kraken X Ultralight Gaming Headset: 7.1
Surround PC, Xbox, PS4, Nintendo Switch
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The ultra-light Razer Kraken x is a multi-platform gaming headset
built with superior comfort, Extended durability and crystal-clear
sound. Harness positional audio. (wired)
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RZ04-02890200-R3U1

$49.99

Razer

Nari Ultimate for Xbox One Wireless
7.1 Surround Sound Gaming Headset Classic
The wireless Xbox One headset for next-gen gaming immersion
with the dynamic touch-sensory feedback of Razer HyperSense.
Powered by Windows sonic for lifelike sound, with swiveling earcups
and cooling gel cushions for total comfort when gaming on the Xbox
One.

RZ04-02910100-R3U1

$199.99

Razer

BlackShark V2 Pro Pro-Gaming Headset
Razer Blackshark V2 Pro Hyperspeed Wireless ESports Headset.
With a high-speed transmission and extremely low latency, this
wireless esports headset has an industry-leading 2.4GHz wireless
connection to ensure lossless audio that’ll always stay synced to
your game. Triforce Titanium 50mm Drivers, also includes titaniumcoated diaphragms, giving added clarity to any vocals you hear so
that any comms you receive is always crisp and clear. Hyperclear
Supercardioid Mic, Advanced Passive Noise Cancellation, Flowknit
Memory Foam Ear Cushions, THX Spatial Audio

RZ04-03220100-R3U1

$179.99

Razer

BlackShark V2 Multi-Platform Wired
Gaming Headset

RZ04-03230100-R3U1

$99.99
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Razer Blackshark V2 Multi-Platform Wired Esports Headset, Razer™
Triforce Titanium 50 mm Drivers, Razer™ HyperClear Cardioid Mic
With USB Sound Card, Advanced Passive Noise Cancellation, THX
Spatial Audio, FlowKnit Memory Foam Ear Cushions, PC, Mac, PS4,
Xbox One, Nintendo Switch and mobile devices (with a 3.5mm port).
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Razer

Razer Kaira Pro for PlayStation - Dual
Wireless PlayStation 5
Converting sound signals into vibrations in real time, the Razer
Kaira Pro provides tactile feedback from within the earcups with an
intensity level that’s controlled via the Razer Audio App. Detachable
Razer™ HyperClear Supercardioid Mic For true voice clarity when
needed,

RZ04-04030100-R3U1

$199.99

Razer

Kaira - Wireless Gaming Headset for
Xbox Series X
Wireless gaming headphones designed to be used with X BOX. Be
competition ready with headset controls and EQ presets.

RZ04-03480100-R3U1

$99.99

Razer

Wolverine TE Controller for Xbox One
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Razer Wolverine Tournament Edition, a customizable controller
for competitive play both on Xbox One & PC. Decked out with 4
remappable multi-function buttons, the Razer Wolverine TE can be
adapted to suit your individual needs.
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RZ06-01990100-R3U1

$119.99

Razer

Kishi - Gaming Controller for Android
Get the full gaming experience, even on the road, with the Kishi
Gaming Controller for Android. This ergonomically designed
controller provides a comfortable gaming experience, wherever you
are. The controller is cloud gaming compatible, letting you play your
favorite games on any screen.

RZ06-02900100-R3U1

$79.99

Razer

Kishi Controller for Android (Xbox):
Compatible with Most USB-C Android
Phones - Cloud Gaming
Fits most Android devices for seamless compatibility: the controller’s
flexible design allows it to be stretched and clamped on a variety
of phones and tablets, providing a secure hold that’ll never come
loose.

RZ06-02900200-R3U1

$99.99

Razer

Kishi - Gaming Controller for iOS
Bring your A-game anytime, anywhere. Introducing a universal mobile
gaming controller that fits most IOS smartphone devices, designed
to bring console-level control to your on-the-go gaming. With this
controller by your side, wherever you go, victory will follow.

$99.99
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RZ06-03360100-R3U1
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Razer

Razer Quick Charging Stand for
PlayStation®5
Quick Charge: Fully charges a PS5 DualSense Wireless Controller in
under 3 hours and designed with overcharge protection to prevent
overheating and short circuitingCurved Cradle Design: Easily mount
your controller and never worry about the charging stand falling
over thanks to a design and stable build that perfectly seats the PS5
DualSense wireless controller- Controller Sold Separately.

RC21-01900300-R3U1 (Red)
RC21-01900200-R3U1 (Black)

$39.99

Razer

Hammerhead True Wireless - Wireless
Earbuds
The wireless earbuds have an extremely low 60ms input latency,
which means its audio stays synced with your device and will never
stutter, providing a competitive gaming advantage and a more
immersive experience for videos and music.

RZ12-02970100-R3U1

$99.99

Razer
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Hammerhead True Wireless Pro
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Advanced Hybrid Active Noise Cancellation (ANC): By producing antinoise to counter any noise it detects from outside and inside your
earbuds, our cutting-edge design is able to shut out all distractions
and keep you focused on what matters. THX Certified Earbuds:
Tested and optimized by experts in cinematic audio immersion at
THX Ltd., the earbuds present a rich, balanced soundstage for all
your movies, music and gaming.

RZ12-03440100-R3U1

$199.99

Razer

Iskur Gaming Chair with Built-in Lumbar
Support
Razer Gaming Chair with Built-in Lumbar Support. An ergonomic
gaming chair designed for posture-perfect hardcore gaming. Total
lower back support with a built-in, fully adjustable lumbar curve.
Plush, dense cushions which provide better contouring. Comes
with a head cushion made of highly dense, yet malleable memory
foam that molds to the shape of your head. Fully customizable
armrests. With a steel-reinforced body, armrests and wheelbase, this
ergonomic gaming chair can support a weight of up to 299lbs/136kg

RZ38-02770100-R3U1

$499.00

Razer

Enki X Essential Gaming Chair for All-Day
Comfort - Black/Green
With the all-day comfort of the Razer Enki X, your gaming marathons
will go on, and on, and on. Designed to provide optimal weight
distribution, this essential gaming chair achieves a sweet spot
that will always keep you in the comfort zone.Designed for AllDay ComfortThrough a combination of its unique 110° extended
shoulder arches and 21” ultrawide seat base, the Razer Enki X
ensures optimal weight distribution for long-lasting comfort during
gaming marathons.

RZ38-03880100-R3U1

$299.00
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The Rotor Riot mobile gaming & drone controllers are wired connected controllers
that can be used with over 1,000 controller compatible apps from games to remote
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control vehicles. The controllers plug directly into and are powered by your device
eliminating any latency or lag. No installation required, just plug in and play!

Rotor Riot

Controller for Android
Game anywhere, Rotor Riot Mobile Gamepad Controller for Android
- Enjoy Latency Free gaming, wired controller with L3 + R3, improved
8 Way D-Pad, highly compatible gaming device holder.

RR1800A

$49.99

Rotor Riot
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iPhone Controller (Cable with L3 + R3
buttons, step charge, improved D-8-way
pad
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Rotor Riot controller plugs directly into, and is powered by your
iOS device eliminating latency and lag experienced when using a
Bluetooth connection. The Rotor Riot controller also has no battery
so there is no chance of running out of juice at the all important
boss finale. Don’t worry, the Rotor Riot controller sucks up less
energy than a pair of earphones plus there’s a handy charging port
to allow you to charge your iPhone whilst you game on the go.

RR1850

$49.99

Browse our selection of SLIDE tech accessories to keep you connected, productive
and healthy whether in your home office, working on the road or at the gym.
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SLIDE

Smart Watch + Sport True Wireless
Headphones
Smart Watch: Sweatproof / Water Resistant IP65. Multi-Sport
Management Running/ Basketball/Climbing/Cycling. Heart Rate
& Blood Pressure Measurement. Sleep & Activity Tracking. Call &
Message Notifications. Phone Finder. Alarm Clock. Sedentary &
Drinking Water Reminder. True Wireless Sport Earbuds: Bluetooth.
Hands-Free Calling. Built-in Microphone. Music Controls. Active Siri &
Google Assistant. Rechargeable Lithium-Ion Battery.

SCMB-650-BLK

$69.99

SLIDE

Portable Laptop Stand
SLIDE Portable Laptop Stand. Sturdy and Durable Design. Adjusts
for the ideal Viewing Angle. Retractable Safety Brackets Hold Your
Device Securely.

$34.99
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WH120BK
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SLIDE

HD Webcam with Ring Light
1280 x 720p HD Video Resolution. Wide Angle View. MJPEG/YUY2
Video Format. Driverless Plug-and-Play Setup. USB 2.0. Sliding
Lens Cover. Built-In Microphone. Adjustable Arm Mount for Custom
Positioning. Great for Video and Still Images. 3 Light Temperatures
with 10 Adjustable. Levels of Brightness for 30 Different Light Modes.
In-Line Remote Control. Secure HD Webcam Attachment. Sturdy
Mounting Clamp.

CWB12BK

$69.99

SLIDE

HD Webcam with Ring Light
3 Light Temperatures with 10 Adjustable Levels of Brightness. InLine Remote Control. Sturdy Mounting Clamp. Secure HD Webcam
Attachment. 1920 x 1080p HD Video Resolution. MJPEG/YUY2 Video
Format. Driverless Plug-and-Play Setup. USB 2.0. Sliding Lens Cover.
Built-in Microphone. Adjustable Arm Mount for Custom Positioning.
Great for Video and Still Images.

CWB13BK

$79.99

SLIDE

Portable Studio with 10” LED Ring Light
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10” Ring Light w/ 3 Light Modes, each w/ 10 Levels of Brightness.
In-Line Re-mote Control. Flexible Gooseneck Phone Holder. Photo/
Video Remote. Built-In USB. 360° Adjustable Position Tripod.
Lightweight and Easy to carry. Battery: 370mAh.
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VL100

$29.99

SLIDE

Adjustable Mini Tripod/Monopod and
Phone Holder
Lightweight and Portable. Tripod easily closes to Monopod. Holds up
to 3.3 Lbs. 360 degree Rotation - Phone Holder. 180 Degree Tilt.

VL160

$9.99

SLIDE

Professional Studio With 10” LED Ring
Light
Professional Studio With 10” LED Ring Light. 10”Ring Light w/ 3 Light
Modes, each w/ 10 Levels of Brightness. Wireless Remote for Lighting
Control. Flexible Gooseneck Phone Holder. Wireless Phone Photo/
Video Remote. Built-In USB Cable. 360 degree Adjustable Position
Tri-pod. Lightweight and Easy to Carry.

VL190

$99.99

SLIDE

HD Webcam 1280x720
Bonus tripod included. Pixels 1/4’’ 1 MEGA. Resolution 1280*720 /
30fps. Focusing mode Fixed focusing. Focus range 20mm-extreme.
Encoding format MJPG/ YUV2. Built-in Microphone. Support 3-5m
far field pickup. Audio encoding format PCM. Audio bite rate 32kbp.
Protocol compatible USB VIDEO Class (UVC). Power supply. Interface
USB 2.0. Image Control Function Auto Exposure Control (AEC).

$49.99
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WB12
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SLIDE

Metal Stand for Laptops and Tablets
SLIDE Metal Stand for Laptops and Tablets. Folds Flat for Easy
Transportation. Adjusts for the Perfect Viewing Angle. Soft Pads to
Avoid Scratching your Device. 6 Adjustable Handles for Optimum
Viewing.
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WH100SL
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$24.99

We believe music makes the ordinary things in life better and that you should be
able to bring your music anywhere life’s adventure takes you, with or without your
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phone… wherever you go.

Speaqua

The Barnacle Pro Waterproof Bluetooth
Speaker with 8 GB Internal Memory
Built to accompany your explorations from summit to sea, the 100%
waterproof Barnacle Pro redefines the purpose and possibilities
of Bluetooth® speakers. Its modern facade blends fashion with
unprecedented outdoor functionality, making it the speaker of
choice for taking #MoreMusicMorePlaces.100% Waterproof (IP68).
Stores 2,000 Songs. 4-in-1 Mounting System. Dual Speaker Pairing.
Speakerphone. Dust/Sand Proof. Floatable. Water Play. Removable
Suction. 8 Hour Battery. Shock Proof. Bluetooth.
BR1001 (Manta Ray Blk)

BR1011 (Great White)

BR1010 (Sea Palm)

BR1015 (Galapagos Grn)

$69.99

Speaqua

The Barnacle Pro Waterproof Bluetooth
Speaker with 8 GB Internal Memory—
Golf Model

BR1012

$69.99
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100% waterproof Barnacle Pro redefines the purpose and
possibilities of Bluetooth® speakers. 100% Waterproof (IP68).
Stores 2,000 Songs. 4-in-1 Mounting System. Dual Speaker Pairing.
Speakerphone. Sand/Dust Proof. Floatable. 1/4”” Universal Thread.
Removable Suction Cup. GoPro® Mount Adapter. Built-in Carabiner
Clip.
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Speaqua

The Barnacle Vibe 2.0 Waterproof
Bluetooth Speaker with 8 GB Internal
Memory
High-impact audio performance. This speaker is virtually
indestructible both in and out of the water 8GB of MP3 compatible
internal storage means you can take up to 2,000 songs anywhere
– even if your smartphone stays at home.100% Waterproof (IP68).
Stores 2,000 Songs. 4-in-1 Mounting System. Dual Speaker Pairing.
1/4” Universal Thread. Removable Suction Cup. GoPro® Mount
Adapter. Built-in Carabiner Clip. Floatable.

BV1004 (Tidal Blue)
BV1005 (Manta Ray Black)

$94.99

Speaqua

The Cruiser H2.0 Waterproof Bluetooth
Speaker with Bottle Opener
Featuring a compact design and intuitive controls, the H2.0 Cruiser
allows you to savor epic moments in the outdoors with friends in
true wireless surround sound. Its pocket-friendly design delivers
powerful audio, while a built-in mic lets you take speakerphone
calls on the go.100% Waterproof (IP68). Bottle Opener. Dual
Speaker Pairing. Leash Accessory. Pocket Friendly. Dust/Sand Proof.
Speakerphone. 5 Hour Battery. Shock Proof. Bluetooth.
CH1001 (Manta Ray Blk)

CH1010 (Pacific Blue)

CH1002 (Great White)

CH1014 (Snapper Red)
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CH1002 (Lion Fish)
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$34.99

The Leader in Outdoor Televisions
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SunBrite TVs offer 50% to 3 times higher brightness,
reduced glare, and a sharper picture than typical
indoor TVs and are specifically designed to handle
rain, snow, dust, insects, salt air, humidity and extreme
temperatures. Browse our selection of TVs and
accessories to fit any outdoor space!
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Sunbrite

43” Veranda Outdoor LED HDR TV - Full
Shade - 2160p - 4K UltraHD
Weatherproof, SunBriteTV 43” true outdoor 4K HDR television - the
Veranda Series TV is optimal for full-shade outside living areas like
a covered patio or screened gazebo. Why is this the best outdoor
TV for shaded patios and decks? The latest model in the SunBriteTV
Veranda Series offers a premium 4K UHD HDR screen with direct
LED backlight and is up to 50% brighter than indoor TVs to deliver
a breathtaking, vivid picture in outdoor environments. SunBriteTV’s
durable aluminum case protects against rain, snow, extreme
temperatures, dust, salt.

SB-V-43-4KHDR-BL

$1,498.95

Sunbrite

All-Weather Detachable Soundbar
Speaker for 32” - 47” Compatible with
SB-V-43-4KHDR-BL
The SB-SP472 is an all-weather, outdoor, detachable 20-watt sound
bar compatible with SB-V-43-4KHDR-BLMultiple Mounting Options
Thanks to its unique design, this soundbar can be mounted above
or below the TV.

SB-SP472

$179.95

Sunbrite
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Premium Dust Cover for 55” Veranda and
Signature Series
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Protective, premium all-weather outdoor dust cover for our 55”
outdoor 4K UHD Veranda Series and new Signature Series outdoor
televisions. This dust cover is constructed with weatherproof 4-ply
polypropylene UV protection fabric and includes attached Velcro
straps at the bottom for a secure fit. Dimensions: W-50” x H-33” x
D-4”

SB-DC-VS-55A

$129.95

Sunbrite

All-Weather Detachable Soundbar
Speaker for 47” - 65”
The SB-SP557 is an any-weather, outdoor, detachable 20 WATT
sound bar for the following SunBriteTV SB-V-55-4KHDR-BLMultiple
Mounting Options This unique design, can be mounted above or
below the TV Product Dims (W x H x D)43.5” x 2.81” x 2.46”

SB-SP557

$179.95

Sunbrite

55” Veranda Outdoor LED HDR 4K TV Full Shade - 2160p
Weatherproof, SunBriteTV 55” true outdoor 4K HDR television - the
Veranda Series TV is optimal for full-shade outside living areas
like a covered patio or screened gazebo. The latest model in the
SunBriteTV Veranda Series offers a premium 4K UHD HDR screen
with direct LED backlight and is up to 50% brighter than indoor TVs
to deliver a breathtaking, vivid picture in outdoor environments.
SunBriteTV’s durable aluminum case protects against rain, snow,
extreme temperatures, dust, salt, Veranda Series includes built-in
speakers

SB-V-55-4KHDR-BL

$2,168.95

Sunbrite

Veranda Outdoor LED HDR TV - Full
Shade - 2160p - 4K UltraHD TV

SB-V-65-4KHDR-BL

$3,498.95
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Weatherproof, SunBriteTV 65” true outdoor 4K HDR television - the
Veranda Series TV is optimal for full-shade outside living areas like
a covered patio or screened gazebo. Why is this the best outdoor
TV for shaded patios and decks? The latest model in the SunBriteTV
Veranda Series offers a premium 4K UHD HDR screen with direct
LED backlight and is up to 50% brighter than indoor TVs to deliver a
breathtaking, vivid picture in outdoor environments.
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Sunbrite

55” Signature 2 Series 4K Ultra HDR
Partial Sun Outdoor TV-Black
Weatherproof 55-inch outdoor 4K HDR television - SunBriteTV
Signature 2 Series for partial-sun and high ambient light applications
such as patio, deck, yard. Up to 3 times brighter than indoor TVs,
Built for permanent outdoor installation. SunBriteTV’s OptiView™
provides pre-configured daytime/nighttime settings for optimal
viewing any time of day. Built-in HDBaseT receiver with IR repeater.
Two-year parts/labor warranty. Weatherproof remote control.

SB-S2-55-4K-BL

$4,868.95

Sunbrite

65” Signature 2 Series 4K Ultra HDR
Partial Sun Outdoor TV-Black
Weatherproof 65-inch outdoor 4K HDR television - SunBriteTV
Signature 2 Series for partial-sun and high ambient light applications
such as patio, deck, yard. Up to 3 times brighter than indoor TVs,
Built for permanent outdoor installation. SunBriteTV’s OptiView™
provides pre-configured daytime/nighttime settings for optimal
viewing any time of day. Built-in HDBaseT receiver with IR repeater.
Two-year parts/labor warranty. Weatherproof remote control.

SB-S2-65-4K-BL

$8,658.95

Sunbrite
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Dual Arm Articulating Wall Mount with tilt,
swivel and pan for 49” - 80” Outdoor TVs
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This resilient, all-weather tilt mount pairs perfectly with SunBriteTVs.
A durable steel construction, finished in an outdoor-rated coating,
ensures this mount withstands even the harshest of elements
without rusting. Plus, a smooth articulating motion makes installation
easy and allows for viewing flexibility. Distance Extended / Depth:
30.6”. Tilt: - 5 / + 15°. Swivel: 180°.

SB-WM-ART2-XL-BL

$558.95

Sunbrite

Dual Arm Articulating (Full Motion)
Outdoor Weatherproof Mount for 37” 80” TV Screens & Displays
Weatherproof Coating This mount is primed with a dependable
powder coating, as well as two layers of a durable, corrosionresistant coating for added protection against scratches. Plus,
stainless steel hardware means you’ll never have to worry about
rust. Great Extension, Swivel, and Titan extended distance of 30”
provides easy access behind the TV. With 180-degrees of swivel
and -5/+15 degrees of tilt, get a great viewing angle from almost any
mount location.

SB-WM-ART2-L-BL

$369.95

Sunbrite

Outdoor Weatherproof Tilt Mount for 37”
- 80” TV Screens & Displays
This resilient, all-weather tilt mount pairs perfectly with SunBriteTVs.
Tilts 13-degrees forward to 8-degrees back. Weatherproof Coating
This mount is primed with a dependable powder coating, as well
as two layers of a durable, corrosion-resistant coating for added
protection against scratches. Plus, stainless steel hardware means
you’ll never have to worry about rust.

SB-WM-T-L-BL

$149.95
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Our assortment of SuperSonic products brings design, value and superior quality
to ensure the ultimate audio and entertainment experience from any device so you
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can live life easy.

Supersonic

32” Widescreen LED HDTV with Built-in
DVD Player
Supersonic 32” Widescreen LED HDTV with Built-in DVD Player, DVD/
CD/CDR/CDRW/DVD+/-R/DVD+/-RW/VCD/SVCD Compatible, Builtin USB Input, Built-in SD Card Slot, Digital Noise Reduction, Sleep
Timer Function. Comes with: Remote Control, AC Power Adapter
and User Manual

SC-3222

$549.99

Supersonic

Supersonic 13.3” Portable LED TV w/
HDMI & FM Radio
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13.3” Widescreen LED TV, Built-in Digital TV Tuner, Built-in
LithiumRechargeable Battery, Built-in FM Radio, HDMI Input, USB/SD
Inputs, AV Input & Output Jacks, Rotary Rod Antenna, Earphone Jack,
Built-in Speakers, AC/DC Operation, Full Function Remote Control.
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SC-2813

$225.75

Supersonic

True Wireless Earbuds
Supersonic True Wireless Earbuds, Molded Carrying Box includes a
Built-in Power Bank for a Quick Re-Charge On-the-Go, Bluetooth 5.0,
Sleek Minimalist Design with High-Quality Material & Premium Audio.
Enjoy Crisp, Rich and Balanced Sound, Receive Phone Calls with a
Single Touch, Built-in Microphone for Making Phone Calls Wirelessly
with Your Smartphone. - White

IQ-235TWSWHT

$24.99

Supersonic

15” Professional Bluetooth Speaker
15” High Efficiency Woofer. Built-In BT Receiver. USB/Micro SD &
AUX Inputs. Flashing Lights Change Color with the Beat of Music. FM
Radio. Heavy-Duty Adjustable Tripod Included. Rechargeable Lithium
Battery. Volume/Mic Volume/Echo Gain Controls. 1 Mic Input (1 mic
included). AC Power Supply: 110-240V. Remote Control Included.
Retractable Handle and Wheels for Easy Transport. System Type: 15”
Woofer. Peak Power Capacity: 450Watts. Program Power: 45W.

IQ-3915DJBT

$224.99

Supersonic

Smart Wi-Fi Doorbell Camera
Smart Wi-Fi Doorbell Camera with HD Video Recording. Doorbell
with Smart Motion Security System. 1080P High Definition. Wireless
802.11 b/g/n. Low Power Consumption. Camera: 2.0 MP. Built-in
SD Card. Allows You to Save Your Recordings. Built-in Lithium-ion
Rechargeable Battery. Installation Kit Included for Easy Setup. . No
Wire Connection needed!.

$159.99
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SC-5000VD
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Supersonic

IPX7 Waterproof Bluetooth® Floating
Portable Speaker
Supersonic IPX7 Waterproof Bluetooth® Floating Portable Speaker.
Clear Sound and Heavy Bass for a Dynamic Sound Effect, Wirelessly
Stream Music from Any Bluetooth®-enabled Device, Completely
Waterproof, Built-in Lithium Rechargeable Battery, Lightweight
Speaker Floats While in Use, Built-in Microphone to Take Phone
Calls.

SC-1455IPXBLK

$64.99

Supersonic

15.6” Widescreen LED HDTV
Supersonic 15” Widescreen LED HDTV. HDTV 1080p/1080i/720p
/480p/480i, Built-in Dual Tuners, Built-in USB Input Compatible
Allows You to Play Music and Photos, Resolution: 1920 x 1080,
Digital Noise Reduction, Sleep Timer Function, Full Function Remote
Control.

SC-1511

$239.99

Supersonic
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10.1” Android 10 QUAD Core Tablet with
2GB RAM/16GB Storage
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Supersonic 10.1” Capacitive Touchscreen Display, Powered by
Android™ 10 Operating System, RK3326 Chipset, Quad Core Cortex
A35 1.5Ghz Processor, Bluetooth® 4.0, Built-in 0.3MP Front & 2.0MP
Rear Camera, Built-in 16GB Storage, Built-in 2GB RAM Memory, Micro
SD Card Slot (up to 32 GB), Mini USB Inputs, Wi-fi: 802.11b/g/n,
Browse the Web, Watch Videos on YouTube® and Check Your
E-mails, Resolution: 1024 x 600, Rechargeable Lithium Battery
(5000mah), Automatic Screen Rotation:, Four-Direction Rotate
Screen, Built-in Speaker, Built-in Microphone.

SC-2110

$249.99

Supersonic

Supersonic 5.1 Channel DVD Home
Theater System
5.1 Channel Surround Sound System. Supports DVD/CD/VCD/
SVCD/MP3/Picture CD/CD-R/CD-RW. 2 Karaoke Microphone
Jack. Built-in USB Input. Built-in USB Input. Video output :CVBS,SVideo,YPbPr. Speaker Output: 25W + 10W x 5 = 75W. LCD Front
Display. Intelligent Firmware Upgrading. Remote Control Included.

SC-38HT

$229.99

Supersonic

Supersonic Widescreen LED HDTV
Supersonic 24” Widescreen LED HDTV, Built-in Dual Tuners, HDMI
Input Compatible, HDTV 1080p/1080i/720p/480p/480i, Aspect
Ratio: 16:9, Digital Noise Reduction, USB Input Compatible, Built-in
Speakers, Sound Mode: Standard, Music, Movie, Sports & User, Sleep
Timer Function and Full Function Remote Control.

SC-2411

$369.99

Supersonic

Supersonic HDTV Digital Indoor &
Outdoor Antenna
Indoor and Outdoor Use, Waterproof and Compact Design, Cable
Length: 16 Feet, Input: Standard Coaxial, 360° Omni-Directional
Receiving,

$29.99
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SC-619AT
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Supersonic

10” Tablet Keyboard and Case
Supersonic 2-in-1: Micro USB Keyboard + Folding Leather Protective
Case, Works with all 10” Tablets with Built-in Micro or Mini USB
Port, Features a Sleek Fold-up Design with Built-in Magnet Closures
to Keep Your Tablet and Keyboard Secure, Quiet Keystrokes,
Comfortable to Type, Compatible with Windows and Android Micro
USB Cable & Micro to Mini USB Adapter Included

SC-310BK

$29.99

Supersonic

Supersonic 43” Smart FHD TV
43” DLED HD Smart TV. Full Function Remote Control. Built-in ATSC
& NTSC System. HDMI Input. Built-in Wi-Fi. Anti-Glare Coating. Sleep
Timer Function. Multi Language On Screen. HDTV 1080p/1080i/7
20p/576p/576i/480p. Digital Noise Reduction. Built In USB. Input
Terminals Compatible: 3 HDMI, AV in,2 USB, Optical, RJ45. 38.18 x
3.22 x 22.20.

SC-4316STV

$599.95

Supersonic
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ECG + PPG Smart Sports Watch
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Supersonic ECG + PPG Smart Sports Watch User Friendly. 1.3” HD
LCD Touch Screen Display, Built-in BT 4.0, Compatible with Android®
4.4 & iPhone® 8.0 Applications, Double Hearth Rate Monitoring, ECG
Monitor, Blood Pressure Monitor & Heart Rate Monitor, Tracks Steps,
Distance, Calories and Active Minutes, Camera, Call Reminder, SMS
Messages Reminder, Alarm Reminder, Monitor How Long & Well
You Sleep, Track Your Phone or Watch If You Misplace It, Full Touch
Display, RAM: 128MB, Waterproof: IP67 - Titanium

SC-84ECGTNM

$149.99

Supersonic

Alexa-Enabled Portable WiFi Bluetooth®
Speaker
Supersonic WiFi Bluetooth Speaker with Amazon Alexa. Supersonic
WiFi Speaker App Supported, Easy Wi-Fi Setup, Built-in Mic for Alexa
Function Allows Hands-Free Convenience with Voice Control, WiFi
Multi Room Speaker System Hears You from Across the Room with
Far-Field Voice Recognition, Support DLNA, AirPlay and UPnP, IPX4
Humidity Resistant, Rechargeable Battery, Built-in Micro USB Input
Allows You to Charge Your Unit.

SC-9050WA

$99.99

Supersonic

PRO-HD Webcam
Supersonic PRO-HD Webcam for Video Streaming & Recording.
1080P HD Webcam. Full HD 1080p, 1920_1080p @ 30 Frame
Rate. DSP Chip: Driverless. Image Sensor: CMOS. Compatible with:
Laptops, Desktops, TV Monitors. 2 Megapixels Fixed Focus Camera.
Compatible with USB 2.0 & 3.0. Designed for Laptops & Desktops.
Built-in Omni-directional Microphones. Fixed 3.6mm Lens. 70° WideAngle, 90° Manual Rotation. Plug and Play. Supports Windows XP/
Vista 7/8/10.

SC-940WC

$59.99
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Inspired by Apple, created just for you. Twelve South is committed to designing
products as innovative as Apple, with an attention to detail that makes their Apple
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accessories stand out from the rest.

Twelve South

AirFly Duo Wireless Headphone Adapter
Connects your wireless headphones to wired devices such as
inflight entertainment systems. Pairs two sets of AirPods or wireless
headphones to one device for shared listening. Receives audio from
your iPhone to the AUX IN in rental cars, boats, and non-Bluetooth
speakers. Built-in battery lasts 16+ hours and recharges via USB-C

12-1914

$49.99

Twelve South

Apple AirPod Pro Case
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Leather Protective Case/Cover with Loss Prevention Clip and
Optional Carry Strap for AirPods Pro, Black
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12-1967 (Black)
12-1968 (Cognac)
12-1969 (Slate Blue)

$39.99

Twelve South

PowerPic Mod Wireless Charger
PowerPic mod is a world-class wireless phone charger with a design
as radical as wireless charging itself. With a mix of modern elegance
and versatile charging options, PowerPic mod charges all phones,
including phones in cases, with an aesthetic that looks like nothing
else. The lucite-framed PowerPic mod can be positioned vertically
or horizontally and is even customizable with any 4x6 photo or
room-matching graphic. Wirelessly charge your phone on the stand
that looks more like a work of art than a typical charging dock.

12-2037

$59.99

Twelve South

Forté Charging Stand for iPhone 12
Forté for iPhone is a modern wireless charging stand made
exclusively for iPhone 12 and the Apple MagSafe Charger. Snap
your MagSafe Charger into Forté and you instantly have a clever
way to dock your iPhone 12 while it wirelessly charges at a speedy
15 Watts. It magnetically holds your phone vertically or horizontally
for hands-free use. As a bonus, the platform tilts up to 70-degrees
to create the perfect viewing angle or charging pedestal for your
AirPods.

12-2040

$39.99

Twelve South

Curve Riser

12-1835

$79.99
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Wish you could listen to in-flight movies with your AirPods? Now
you can with AirFly from Twelve South. AirFly is a tiny Bluetooth
device that connects AirPods (or any other wireless headphones) to
entertainment systems on planes, in fitness centers and anywhere
else with only wired headphone jacks. Simply plug AirFly into the
headphone jack on an airplane seat or treadmill at the gym to
listen movies or shows with your AirPods. It’s that easy. AirFly stays
charged for eight hours and includes a USB charging cable and travel
pouch.
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Twelve South

HoverBar Duo for iPad/Tablets/iPhone
HoverBar Duo is an adjustable iPad/Tablet/iPhone stand that frees
your hands so you can do more. Watch a cooking show or record
your own crafting videos. Lift your iPad/Tablet/iPhone to eye-level
for Zoom calls or to visit with grandma. If you can do it with iPad/
Tablet/iPhone, you can probably do it better with a height adjustable,
multi-position HoverBar Duo holding your iPad/Tablet/iPhone for
you. HoverBar Duo includes a weighted desktop stand as well as a
desk clamp to suit most setups. Level up your iPad/Tablet/iPhone
game with HoverBar Duo.
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12-2021

100

$79.99

URBANEARS has the right fit and style no matter your needs. Designed with clean
aesthetics, ease of use, and close attention to detail.
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Designed In Stockholm. Clean Aesthetics. Effortless Style. Ultimate Sound Quality.

Urbanears

PLATTAN II Wireless On-Ear Headphones
Plattan 2 Bluetooth combines the iconic Plattan design with 30+
hours of wireless playtime for a truly liberating listening experience.
The headphone offers crisp, full spectrum sound with up to 10
meters of listening range, and an intuitive control knob for simplified
navigation.

1002584 (True White)
1002585 (Powder Pink)

$69.00

Urbanears

PLATTAN II Wired On-Ear Headphones
Plattan 2 is the grown-up version of an Urbanears classic, upgraded
to deliver a next-level experience in sound and ergonomics.
Features a flexible 3D Hinge, extra isolating ear cushions, and clear,
well-defined sound. And you’ll still recognize all those iconic details
that make Plattan Plattan-like the fabric cord, built-in mic/remote,
and music-sharing ZoundPlug.

4091670 (Tomato)

4091669 (Dark Gray)

4091671 (Indigo)

$49.99
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4091667 (True White)
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Ultra Short Throw:
Larger Projection, Shorter Distance

4K UST Laser TV Home Theatre Projector
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Breaking the mold of conventional projectors, VAVA’s 0.233.1 throw
rate projects epic visuals from a much narrower proximity, Place on
a tabletop or install to a wall mount. 7.2” ultra short throw projection
distance. Up to 150” massive display, 4K UHD resolution with HDR10,
2,500 ANSI Lumen brightness, 25,000 hour ultra long lamp life,
Integrated 60w Harman Kardon speaker.
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VA - LT 0 0 2
VA - LT 0 0 2 B

$2,799.00
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Where have all the ports gone? Have no fear, Verbatim’s line of USB-C hub and
dongle adaptors will keep you connected and productive at the office or on the
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road with a combination of USB-A, SD, HDMI, Ethernet ports and more.

Verbatim

9-in-1 USB C Hub Adapter with 4K HDMI
Verbatim 9-in-1 USB C Hub Adapter with 4K HDMI, Charge your
laptop while using the USB C Hub Multiport Adapter w/ Type C
pass-through charging port that also supports up to 100W of Power
Delivery, Access the Internet quickly this USB C Gigabit Ethernet
adapter that supports 10/100/1000Mbps bandwidth, Extend the
display of your laptop to your TV, monitor, or projector, Expands
your connectivity with 3 USB 3.0, 1 USB C, 2 SD card reader, 1 HDMI,
a LAN, and a 3.5mm audio port

VUC-2091D

$79.99

Verbatim

7-in-2 USB C Hub Adapter w 4K
HDMI,USB 3.0, SD Card Readers for
MacBook Pro & USB C laptops

VUC-2072H

$49.99
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THUNDERBOLT POWER DELIVERY: Charge your MacBook Pro while
using the USB C Hub Adapter with Thunderbolt Type C pass-through
charging port that also supports up to 100W of Power Delivery (PD);
quickly charge your devices while transferring data
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Verbatim

4-in-1 USB C Hub Adapter with 4K HDMI
Verbatim Verbatim 4-in-1 USB C Hub Adapter with 4K HDMI. Charge
your laptop while using the USB C Hub Multiport Adapter with Type
C pass-through charging port, This USB C hub with HDMI is perfect
for laptops and on-the-go use; it features a sleek aluminum housing
and weighs only 90 grams for the ultimate in portability, This USB C
multiport adapter uses a USB 3.0 interface for data transfer speeds
of up to 5Gbps.

VUC-2041D

$34.99

Verbatim

6-in-1 USB C Hub Adapter with 4K HDMI
and Dongle
Verbatim 6-in-1 USB C Hub Adapter with 4K HDMI and Dongle,
100W Power Delivery, USB 3.0 Ports, SD Card Readers, 3.5mm Audio
Port for USB C Laptops. USB C Hub Multiport Adapter with Type C
pass-through charging port that also supports up to 100W of Power
Delivery (PD), USB C multiport adapter uses a USB 3.0 interface for
data transfer speeds of up to 5Gbps, Extend the display of your
laptop to your TV, monitor, or projector via the USB hub’s HDMI
port, Expands your connectivity with 1 USB 3.0, 1 USB C, 2 SD card
readers, 1 HDMI, and a 3.5mm audio ports.

VUC-2061D

$55.99

Verbatim
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8-in-1 USB C Hub Adapter with 4K HDMI
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Verbatim 8-in-1 USB C Hub Adapter with 4K HDMI, Charge your
laptop while using the USB C Hub Multiport Adapter w/ Type C
pass-through charging port that also supports up to 100W of Power
Delivery, SD Card Compatibility, Uses both USB 3.0 and USB C
interface for data transfer speeds of up to 5Gbps, Extend the display
of your laptop to your TV, monitor, or projector, Expands your
connectivity with 2 USB 3.0, 1 USB C for data, 1 USB C for power, 2
SD card readers, 1 HDMI, and a 3.5mm audio ports

VUC-2081D

$59.99

Revel in the sound of tradition with Victrola! Bringing lifelong music memories into
your home, our Victorla assortment features classic vinyl turntables paired modern
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Bluetooth technology in the nostalgic Victrola design.

Victrola

Bluetooth Suitcase Turntable Canvas with
Custom Stickers and Stencils (White)
With the Victrola canvas suitcase record player, your listening
experience has never been so customizable! Write, draw, paint, or
patch, and with 50 awesome included retro-style stickers, you can
make it your own! The 3-speed turntable plays 33 1/3, 45, and
78 RPM records, and with Dual-Bluetooth Connectivity, you can
stream music from your smart device, or easily play your favorite
record through any external Bluetooth Speaker. The Canvas comes
equipped with an easy-carry handle, and the portable design allows
you to make lasting music memories.

VSC-400SB-CNV

$79.99

Victrola

3 in-1 Bluetooth Record Player with Built
in Speakers and 3-Speed Turntable,
Farmhouse
3-in-1 record player with removable acrylic dust cover is perfect
for vinyl lovers with its 3-speed turntable. Stream your music via
Bluetooth, or play your favorite tunes on the FM radio!.

$79.99
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VTA-67-FNT
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Victrola

Victrola Revolution GO Portable Record
Player
The world’s first portable, rechargeable, Bluetooth® record player.
The battery-powered Revolution GO allows you to take vinyl
records any place you want to listen. Includes a 3-speed belt driven
turntable with an Audio Technica moving magnetic cartridge. The
integrated Bluetooth stereo speaker lets you easily stream your
favorite tunes, and our patent-pending Vinyl Stream™ technology
allows you to stream your records to any external Bluetooth
speaker. The rechargeable lithium battery lasts up to 12 hours of
continuous playback.

VSC-750SB-BLK

$199.99

Victrola

Victrola Premiere V1 Stereo Turntable
The all-new Victrola Premiere V1 Stereo Turntable incorporates a
premium turntable and powerful internal stereo speakers to make
listening to your favorite records easier and more enjoyable than
ever. Wireless connectivity allows you to stream music to the builtin, custom tuned speakers from a Bluetooth®-enabled device. The
optical port and included multi-function remote control instantly
turn the system into a high-end, stylish television soundbar.

VPA-583-ESP

$299.99

Victrola
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Victrola Premiere V1 Turntable Music
System
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The new Victrola Premiere V1 Music System is the best sounding
& best-looking record player stereo system ever made. Victrola
engineers have paid meticulous attention to the details, making
listening to music a stylish, simple, & great sounding experience.
The system pairs the V1 Stereo Turntable and S1 Subwoofer &
includes powerful internal stereo speakers, Bluetooth® streaming,
TV connectivity via optical connection, and a multi-function remote
control. The V1 system sets up in minutes, takes up very little space,
& sounds like a high-end stereo system.

VPMS-1-ESP

$499.99

Victrola

50’s Retro 3-Speed Bluetooth Turntable
with Stereo, CD Player and Speakers,
Black
Bring retro style and a versatile audio experience to your home with
this Victrola 50’s Retro Record Player. This Victrola Retro Record
Player Stereo with Bluetooth and USB Digital Encoding comes in
a cool retro design and is capable of playing AM/FM radio, CD’s,
wireless music, and vinyl records.

V50-200-BLK

$149.99

Victrola

Nostalgic Wood Countertop Jukebox with
Built-in Bluetooth, Silver
Victrola’s desktop jukebox brings the classic ‘50’s vibe right to your
countertop. Featuring five bright color changing LED tubes, FM Radio,
3.5mm Aux-in, and Bluetooth capability. At just 15” tall, the desktop
jukebox allows listeners to get that old time diner style wherever
they want!

VJB-127

$99.99

Victrola

Retro Wood Bluetooth FM/AM Radio with
Rotary Dial, Walnut

VRS-2800-WLN

$59.99
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With a timeless wooden design, our Victrola retro wooden radio
is perfect for any home or office! Listen to music from traditional
analog with AM/FM tuning dial, built-in speakers and enjoy bass and
treble controls feature. Measures 9.5” x 4.9” x 6.3”. Victrola Retro
Wood Bluetooth FM/AM Radio with Rotary Dial
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Victrola

Wooden Record and Vinyl Crate
Our Victrola Wooden Record Crate safely stores over fifty records
holding all of your favorite 33’s, 45’s, and 78’s. For your convenience,
there are no tools required for easy assembly! Measures 14” x 13.5”
x 11.80”. Victrola Wooden Record and Vinyl Crate.

VA-20

$49.99

Victrola

Vinyl Record Storage Carrying Case for
30+ Records, Black
Store your vinyl records in style with the Victrola vinyl record case.
This case safely stores over 30 of your favorite 33’s, 45’s & 78’s.
Keeps your records dust & scratch and fully protected with heavy
duty hardware, corner guards and hinges.

VSC-20-BK

$59.99

Victrola
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Innovative Technology Storage Case
Turntable Turquoise (VSC-20-TRQ), One
Size
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Store your Vinyl Records in style with the Victrola Vinyl Record
Case. This smart carrying case safely stores over 30 of your favorite
records in varying sizes of 33, 45 & 78 rpms. Neatly tuck the records
inside and keep them dust & scratch free. The case is fully protected
with heavy duty hardware, corner guards and uses high quality
hinges. Available in a wide range of colors and patterns, choose a
case that matches your style. At 13” x 6” x 14”, you can take your
music with you - the case is portable and convenient to carry
around.

VSC-20-TRQ

$59.99

Victrola

Journey-Bluetooth Portable Suitcase
Record Player with 3-speed Turntable,
Black
The Victrola portable suitcase turntable is an absolute classic and
loaded with features. Includes built-in Bluetooth technology to
wirelessly stream music from any Bluetooth enabled device, 3-speed
turntable (33 1/3, 45, 78 RPM), built-in speakers, 3.5mm aux-in jack
for playing music from any non-Bluetooth device, RCA jack and
headphone jack. Portable design and carry handle allows for tunes
wherever.

VSC-550BT-BLK
VSC-550BT-TRQ

$59.99

Victrola

Victrola Nostalgic Classic Wood 6-in1 Bluetooth Turntable Entertainment
Center, Mahogany
Victrola 6-in-1 Bluetooth Record Player combines all the latest
technology at an incredible value. Stream your music, or play your
favorite CD, Cassette, Vinyl Record or Radio Station. Belt driven,
3-speed turntable (33 1/3, 45, 78 RPM) plays all of your favorite vinyl
records and albums. Wirelessly stream music from your Bluetooth
enabled device, up to 33 feet away. FM Radio with nostalgic rotary
dial. 3.5mm Aux-In and headphone jack for music from any nonBluetooth device (cable included). 18.1”x13.4”x9.5”.

VTA-200B-MAH

$139.99

Victrola

7-in-1 Bluetooth Turntable-Mahogany
Our Victrola 4-in-1 Bluetooth Record Player combines a traditional
feel with a modern style. Stream your music via Bluetooth, Radio
with Analog Tuner or 3-Speed Turntable. Enjoy an RCA Line-Out for
external speaker connection! Belt driven, 3-speed turntable (33 1/3,
45, 78 RPM) plays all of your favorite vinyl records.

$149.99
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VTA-204B-MAH
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Victrola

6-in-1 Wood Bluetooth Mid Century
Record Player with 3-Speed Turntable,
CD, Cassette Player-Espresso
The Victrola 6-in-1 Bluetooth Record Player is perfect for vinyl lovers
with its 3-Speed Turntable and Mid-century modern look. Stream
your music via Bluetooth, or play your favorite tunes on the FM
Radio, from the CD Player, or through the 3.5mm Auxiliary input!
Features an analog radio dial with beautiful ‘around the dial’ LED
lighting and gold accents.

VTA-270B-ESP

$179.99

Victrola

3-in-1 Avery Bluetooth Record Player
with 3-Speed Turntable-Espresso
Victrola Avery 3-in-1 record player traditional design will add style to
any listening space. The classic mid-century record player Features
a 3 speed, belt driven Turntable, aux-in, and Bluetooth connectivity
that allows listeners to wirelessly stream their favorite music from up
to 33 feet away.

VTA-320B-ESP

$89.99

Victrola
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Wooden Music Center + Improved Stereo
Sound, Bluetooth Out, Improved Platter
(Ellington), Mahogany
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The Victrola Ellington Bluetooth record player evokes classic
style, bringing the spirit of fireside listening into modern day. The
3-speed turntable plays all your 33 1/3, 45, and 78 RPM records
with stunning clarity, thanks to the premium ceramic stylus, and
Bluetooth connectivity allows you to stream music from your smart
device through the built-in speaker. Play CDs through the built-in CD
player, while the FM radio features a vintage-style tuner so you can
tune in to your favorite station.

VTA-380SB-MAH

$179.99

Victrola

8-in-1 Bluetooth Record Player &
Multimedia Center, Built-in Stereo
Speakers - Turntable, Espresso
f you are looking for a record player loaded with features, you
are in the right place. The Victrola Navigator 8-in-1 Solid Wood
Record Player is a perfect blend of modern technology and classic
nostalgic design. Perfect for vinyl lovers with its 3-speed turntable,
the Navigator features a CD Player, a cassette tape player, and an FM
radio with analog tuner. With built-in Bluetooth, you can now stream
music from your tablet, smartphone or MP3 using Bluetooth. That’s
not all – with 3.5mm Auxiliary Input, USB port and Headphone jack,

VTA-600B-ESP

$189.99

Victrola

Eastwood 3-Speed Bluetooth Turntable
with Built-in Speakers and Dust Cover
The Victrola Eastwood features a sleek, classic design, molding
upgraded features with classic Victrola sound. This 3-speed record
player plays all your favorite 33 1/3, 45, and 78 RPM records, and
Dual-Bluetooth connectivity allows you to stream music from
your smart device, or play your records. Eastwood Record PlayerBamboovta-72-bam

VTA-72-BAM

$99.99

Victrola

Bluetooth Record Player Stand with
3-Speed Turntable-Espresso
The Victrola Bluetooth Record Player Stand combines modern
design and technology. Perfect for vinyl lovers with its 3-speed
turntable, but also features FM Radio, USB Player + Recorder or
stream music from your tablet or MP3 using Bluetooth!

$139.99
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VTA-75-ESP
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Extend your cellular network inside your home to make
sure you’re always connected and never miss or drop a call!

The WeBoost Home Room
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The WeBoost Home Room boosts cellular
signals for a desktop workspace area at home
or small office. The Home Room ensures you
get better voice and data with fewer dropped
calls, improved voice quality, faster uploads and
downloads. This premier home signal booster
can increase cell signals up to 32 times while
enhancing cellular signals for buildings up to
1,500 sq. ft. Ideal for small homes/apartments.
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$399.99

472120
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Westinghouse has been bringing innovative technology into homes for decades,
from keeping the air your breathe safe to providing top-quality home entertainment

BROWSE

solutions. Innovation you can count on.

Westinghouse

Air purifier - NCCO Reactor Kills,
Sanitizes, and Removes Bacteria.
Air Purifier with True HEPA Filter & NCCO Technology - Kills, Sanitizes,
Removes Bacteria, Viruses, VOCs, Allergens, Dust, Smoke - Medium
to Large Rooms - Bedroom, Kitchen, Office

NCCO1701

$299.99

Westinghouse

42” Tower Fan with Remote
Westinghouse 42” Tower Fan with Remote, 80° Oscillation, Digital
control panel, 3 speed settings, 3 wind modes, Large multicolored
LED display.

$99.99
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WSFTDXS42L
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Westinghouse

Air Purifier Featuring Dual Power Airflow
and NCCO Reactor Kills, Sanitizes, and
Removes Bacteria.
Westinghouse 1702 Air Purifier Featuring Dual Power Airflow and
NCCO Reactor Kills, Sanitizes, and Removes 99.9% of Bacteria,
Viruses, VOCs, Allergens, Dust, Smoke, Odors - Effective Area up to
500 FT…

NCCO1702

$499.99

Westinghouse

Air purifier-NCCO Reactor Kills, Sanitizes,
and Removes Bacteria. White
Portable Air Purifier with True HEPA Filter & NCCO Technology - Kills,
Sanitizes, and Removes 99.9% of Bacteria, Viruses, VOCs, Allergens,
Dust, Smoke - Ideal for Car, Airplane, Hotels

NCCO1804

$149.99

Westinghouse

16” Vintage Metal Stand Fan
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Westinghouse 16” Vintage Metal Stand Fan. 50W Powerful Motor. 75°
Automatic Oscillation. 4 Wing Metal Blades. Adjustable Tiling Angle.
Max. 1800 CFM of Airflow.
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WSFS1601SV

$89.99

Westinghouse

3 in 1 - 32” Bladeless Fan with Air
Purifier + UV Sterilization
32” 2 in 1 Bladeless Fan (Cool Air) / Air Purifier. Touch-sensitive
Control; Digital Display. HEPA Filter To Clean Room Air (HEPA13/14).
DC Motor / Invisible Fan Blade And Oscillation: 80°. 1-8h Timer
Off(operate In Remote Control). 1-9 Air Speed, Sleep Mode/Strong
Mode . Noise Level: below 55db; Power: 35W, Energy Saving. 45°
Tipping Automatic Power Off, Safe For Kids. 35W [220-240V/110120V 50-60Hz]. 9.25 x 9.06 x 31.5.

WSFBLA022BK
WSFBLA022WH

$299.99

Westinghouse

40” 2 in 1 Digital Bladeless Fan + Heater
40” 2 In 1 Bladeless Fan (Cool Air)/ Heater, with a Touch sensitive
Control; Digital Display, DC Motor / Invisible Fan Blade And
Oscillation: 8080°, 1 8h Timer Off, and 1 9 Air Speed, Sleep Mode/
Strong Mode(Operate With Remote Control), Noise Level: below
55db; Power: 26W, Energy Saving, 4545°Tipping Automatic Power
Off, Safe For Kids.

WSFBLA018BK
WSFBLA018WH

$349.99

Westinghouse

Anti-Microbial Air Sterilization Humidifier
+ Essential Oil Diffuser

WSHUJLR2258GY
WSHUJLR2258WH

$79.99
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Anti Microbial Air Purifying Humidifier W/Essential Oil D. Kills
Bacteria/Viruses at a rate of Over 99.9% in 2 Hours.. Aroma &
Essential Oil Diffuser (Diffuses While Sterilizing). Capacity: 4L / 1.05
Gallon. Run time up to 31 hours (high speed), 43 hours (low speed).
Low Water Alert / Safety Protection System. Adjustable Mist Volume
(High / Medium / Low). Ultra Quiet Operation, Anti-slip Feet. Timer &
Intelligent Humidity Setting & Sleep Mode. Remote Control Included.
Electrolytic ion sterilization. Ceramic Filter Included.
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Westinghouse

12” Vintage Metal Table Fan
Westinghouse 12” Vintage Metal Table Fan, 35W powerful motor,
Automatic oscillation, 4 wing metal blades, Adjustable tiling
angle,Max. 1400 CFM of Airflow

WSFSDAN1201SV

$64.99

Westinghouse

12” Personal Tower Fan
Westinghouse 12” Personal Tower Fan, Space saving compact
design, Oscillating function, 3 speed settings, Built-in handle.

WSFT1201M

$39.99

Westinghouse
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32” FHD 144HZ Curved FreeSync Gaming
Monitor
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32” Full High Definition FreeSync Curved Gaming Monitor creates an
immersive gaming experience. Features a refresh rate of 144Hz for
a smoother picture with less input latency. Curved screen design
expands the field of view giving you an advantage to your game.
With a 16:9 aspect ratio, you gain a wider viewing angle and reduce
reflection. AMD FreeSync technology supports variable refresh
rates to eliminate screen tearing, input lag and shuddering during
gameplay. RGB Lights.

WC32PX9019

$349.99

Westinghouse

27” FHD IPS 60HZ LED Home Office
Monitor
27” Full HD IPS 60Hz LED Home Office Monitor offers an image
resolution with unparalleled quality and clarity. Double the image
resolution of traditional HD monitors. Features a thin bezel design to
enhance your workspace along with providing a seamless multimonitor viewing experience. With a 16:9 aspect ratio, you gain a
wider viewing angle and reduce reflection. Reduce eye-straining or
fatigue from extended viewing periods with EyeRest technologies –
Anti-Glare, Low Blue Light & Flicker Free.

WH27FX9019

$159.99

Westinghouse

27” FHD 144HZ FreeSync Gaming
Monitor
27” Full High Definition FreeSync Gaming Monitor. Features a refresh
rate of 144Hz for a smoother picture with less input latency. With
a 16:9 aspect ratio, you gain a wider viewing angle and reduce
reflection. AMD FreeSync technology supports variable refresh
rates to eliminate screen tearing, input lag and shuddering during
gameplay. Plus features a built-In headphone hanger and RGB lights
set the mood for the ultimate gaming experience.

WM27PX9019

$229.99

Westinghouse

32” 1080P Gaming Monitor

WM32DX9019

$349.99
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32” Wide Quad High Definition FreeSync Gaming Monitor makes
the ideal model for gamers looking to join the revolution of gaming.
Features a refresh rate of 144Hz for a smoother picture with less
input latency. With a 16:9 aspect ratio, you gain a wider viewing
angle and reduce reflection. AMD FreeSync technology supports
variable refresh rates to eliminate screen tearing, input lag and
shuddering during gameplay. Built-In headphone hanger. RGB Lights
set the mood for that ultimate gaming experience.
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KITCHEN & DINING
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ANOVA
Blendtec
EcoVessel
Gourmia
muggo
Oneida
PackIt
U KONSERVE
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The authority in sous vide, Anova brings innovation and easy to use technology to
the kitchen so you can cook with the precision of a professionally trained chef!

BROWSE

ANOVA

Precision Sous Vide Cooker Nano
Sous vide like a pro with the Anova Precision Cooker Nano. It fits
pots as shallow as 5 inches and easily clamps to the side to cook in
a water bath of up to 4 gal., and the digital screen provides manual
temperature and time input. Connect the Anova Precision Cooker
Nano to a smartphone app to access advanced sous vide features.

AN400-US00

$149.99

ANOVA

Precision Vacuum Sealer - Black
Meet your food storage and sous vide cooking needs with this
Anova Precision vacuum sealer. The simple one-touch operation
and fast air extraction help you save time preparing food, and the
compact size takes up minimal counter space. This Anova Precision
vacuum sealer works with most bag and roll sizes for versatility.

$79.99
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ANVS01-US00
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ANOVA

Precision Sous Vide Cooker Wi-Fi - Black
Demonstrate your culinary prowess with this Anova precision
cooker. The 1000W of power caters for all your sous vide needs,
letting you heat water faster and prepare meals at the desired
temperature for precise cooking. This Anova precision cooker is
splash-resistant, steam-resistant and water-resistant for durability,
and the compact design allows for easy, convenient storage.

AN500-US00

$219.99

ANOVA

Anova W-Fi Precision Cooker Pro - Black
Create delicate dishes through low-temperature cooking with this
Anova Precision Cooker Pro sous vide device. The 1200W motor
withstands continuous use in professional kitchens and provides
a flow rate of 12L per minute to quickly heat 100L of water. This
Anova Precision Cooker Pro sous vide device has a temperature
range of 0-197°F for proper cooking of meats, seafood and
vegetables.

AN600-US00

$399.99

ANOVA
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Anova Precision® Cooker Nano Base for
the AN400 Anova Precision Cooker
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The Anova Precision Cooker Nano Base allows your Anova Precision
Nano Cooker to stand upright whether you’re cooking a meal or
proudly displaying your sous vide on your kitchen countertop.
With no clamp to limit you to placing your Precision® Cooker Nano
strictly against the side of your cooking container, you can now
place your sous vide on virtually any flat surface while cooking.
Compatible with the Anova Precision Cooker Nano only.

AN400-ANCHOR

$19.99

ANOVA

Anova Precision® Cooker Base for the
AN500 Anova Precision Cooker
The Anova Precision Cooker Base allows your Anova Precision
Cooker to stand upright whether you’re cooking a meal or proudly
displaying your sous vide on your kitchen countertop. With no
clamp to limit you to placing your Precision® Cooker strictly against
the side of your cooking container, you can now place your sous
vide on virtually any flat surface while cooking. Compatible with the
Anova Precision Cooker, not the Nano or the Pro.

AN500-ANCHOR

$19.99

ANOVA

Precision Vacuum Sealer Pro
Keeping with the “faster, stronger, smaller,” ethos of our Anova
Precision Cooker, The Anova Precision vacuum sealer combines fast
air extraction with a strong reliable seal to create the ideal vacuumsealed bags for sous vide cooking – and it’s small enough to stash
away when not in use.

ANVS02-US00

$149.99

ANOVA

Anova Precision Port Handheld Vacuum
Sealer

ANHV01-US00

$49.99
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Anova Precision Port™ Handheld Vacuum Sealer is an ideal sealing
solution for sous vide, food storage, or prepping meals. Compact
and cordless. Handheld Vacuum Sealer. Integrated Precision™ Port
suction valve. Specially designed to keep liquids from entering the
pump while sealing moist foods. USB Rechargeable, long lasting
battery allows for up to 150 seals off a single charge. 10 Anova
Precision Port™ Vacuum Bags Included. 3” x 3” x 3.7”. 2 Year
Warranty.
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ANOVA

Precision Cooker Container - Clear
Place your sealed sous vide ingredients in this Anova Precision
cooker container. The HemiFlow rounded design enables fast,
even heat distribution, and the removable rack keeps sous vide
bags submerged for efficient cooking. This Anova Precision cooker
container has a rubber seal to prevent evaporation and help
maintain a set temperature for consistency.

ANTC01

$99.99

ANOVA

Anova Precision Port Resealable Bags
Reliable resealable bags, for food storage and sous vide. The
Precision™ Port airway on these bags make sealing easier than ever.
Just line up the valve, apply pressure, and start sealing at the touch
of a button. Using this bag and a Precision™ Port sealer, you’ll be
able to seal, open, and reseal that bag as many times as needed,
for maximum freshness. We’ve ensured that all Anova Precision™
Vacuum Sealer Bags are 100% food-safe, free from harmful BPA
plastics. 10 Reusable Vacuum Bags - 10.24in x 13.

ANHB01

$27.99

ANOVA
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Anova - Eco Friendly Precision Bag Roll
(2-Pack) - Clear
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Anova Precision Vacuum Sealer Bags (Rolls). Double rib bag
is durable and made to endure prolonged cooking sessions.
Customizable size. Plastic Neutral. Freezer Safe up to 3 months
for longer term food storage. Easy tear perforation - No need for
scissors. If not cooking immediately, pre-seal your food and safely
store for later use in the fridge or freezer. Then, whenever you
are ready, transfer straight to your sous vide pot and voila. Works
universally with all Vacuum Sealers. 2 rolls 11” x19. 6’ ea. 100%
recyclable packaging.

ANBR01

$27.99

Blendtec blenders are designed & engineered with next generation kitchen
technology bringing the power and versatility of a commercial kitchen to your home.
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Blendtec

Classic 575 with Four Sided Jar and
Wildside+ Jar
Commercial grade power and incredible versatility combine to bring
you the Blendtec Classic 575, the ultimate all-in-one appliance.
Preprogrammed cycles make it easier than ever to create smoothies,
salsas, hot soups, and more.

C575A2301A (Black)
C575A2319A (Red)

$399.95

Blendtec

Blendtec Total Blender WildSide Twister
Jar Bundle

TD23PA04A-COSTTW (Red)
TD23PA01A-COSTTW (Black)

$569.95
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Blend juices, smoothies and soups with this Blendtec blender. The
six programmed cycles let you achieve different textures, while
the stainless-steel patented blade ensures smooth blending. This
Blendtec blender uses blade friction heat to heat up soups quickly
and a travel bottle for carrying your drink when on the go. 10 speeds
for versatile use, 1560 Watts, 2 Year Warranty.
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EcoVessel creates reusable products that blend style, performance & durability. Built
with a modern design but performance driven, explore a variety of insulated bottles,
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tumblers, mugs and accessories.

EcoVessel

BOULDER TriMax® Insulated Stainless
Steel Water Bottle - 24 oz
The BOULDER is a high performance, vacuum insulated hydration
vessel that will keep your drinks hot or cold, hour after hour. Made
from premium 18/8 stainless steel, it features our signature TriMax®
triple insulation - the 24 oz has been tested to keep liquids cold for
40 hours and hot for up to 12 hours.
BLDR24AB

BLDR24OGO

BLDR24BS

BLDR24SG

BLDR24NB

BLDR24WM

BLDR24TM

BLDR24WO

$36.99

EcoVessel

Port -TriMax Triple Insulated Wine Cup
And Rocks Glass With Tritan Lid
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Take your favorite wine, whiskey, or cocktail on the go with the port
trimax triple insulated stainless steel wine tumbler and whiskey
tumbler. Its BPA free lid ensures your beverages will stay inside while
sipping in the park
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PORT10BM

PORT10RG

PORT10BS

PORT10WP

PORT10GS

$24.99

EcoVessel

The Summit - Stainless Steel Insulated
Straw Water Bottle -24 oz
Stay hydrated with one-handed tilt free drinking. The SUMMIT
straw water bottle is your perfect insulated straw water bottle for
any activity on the go, designed with comfortable and convenient
features. Its ergonomic shape makes it easy to grip whether you’re
on the trails, practicing yoga or cruising around town. The SUMMIT
reusable sports water bottle features our signature TriMax® Triple
Insulation, so your drinks will stay cold up to 36 hours.

SUMT24WO

SUMT24OFH

SUMT24BS

SUMT24WM

$36.99

EcoVessel

The Aspen - Insulated Stainless Steel
Water & Wine Bottle - 25 oz
Classy, sleek, and thoughtfully designed, the Aspen TriMax insulated
bottle offers a cool look with practical features you’ll will appreciate
the more you use it. It will keep your drinks cold for up to 100 hours
and hot for up to 20 hours. Its thermal properties can’t be matched
by any other bottle. It is made with internal threading so it opens
and closes quickly and easily with just a one and a half twist. With
the internal threading, the rim is smooth for comfortable drinking
and easy cleaning. This versatile bottle is ideal for any drink.
ASPN25BM

ASPN25RG

ASPN25GS

ASPN25WP

$34.95

EcoVessel

BOULDER TriMax® Insulated Stainless
Steel Water Bottle - 32 oz

BLDR32BS

BLDR32NN

BLDR32SG

$44.99
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The BOULDER is a high performance, vacuum insulated hydration
vessel that will keep your drinks hot or cold, hour after hour. Made
from premium 18/8 stainless steel, it features our signature TriMax®
triple insulation and has been tested to keep liquids cold for 40
hours and hot for up to 12 hours.
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EcoVessel

BOULDER TriMax® Insulated Stainless
Steel Water Bottle - 20 oz
Vacuum insulated water bottle made from premium 18/8 stainless
steel, it features our signature TriMax® Triple Insulation and keeps
drinks cold up to 60 hours and hot up to 12 hours. The Reflecta™
lid is insulated and lined with stainless steel, enhancing temperature
retention and preventing drinks from ever touching plastic. This dual
opening lid is easy to grip, has a wide mouth for easy filling, and a
soft silicone spout. Includes removable strainer for tea, fruit, and ice
cubes. Fitted silicone bumper adds protection against everyday drops.
BLDR20OSS
BLDR20WM

$31.99

BLDR20NN

EcoVessel

The Perk - Insulated Coffee & Tea Travel
Mug - 16OZ Aqua
The PERK is the perfect portable container for hot and cold brew
coffee or iced and tea, with a convenient strainer included. TriMax®
Triple Insulated, keeps COLD for up to 36 hours and HOT for up
to 8 hours. Premium 18/8 stainless steel tumbler - No BPA, No
phthalates, No liners. Push Button Lids with integrated lock. Durable
Finish and Silicone Bumper to Protect Against Dings and Bumps

PERK16AB

PERK16OSS

PERK16SG

PERK16BS

PERK16WO

$28.99

EcoVessel
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BOSS - 64oz TriMax Triple Insulated
Growler with 2-Piece Screw Cap and
Infuser Black
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Fill the Boss with cold craft beer from your neighborhood brewery
or fresh hot coffee from your favorite café. For a crowd pleaser, pour
in chilled red or white wine and fill the infuser with wedges of citrus
fruit for a refreshing sangria that will stay cold all day... and all night.

BOSS64BS

$59.95

EcoVessel

Metro 16oz TriMax Triple Insulated
Tumbler with Slider Lid - Silver Express
Travel in style with the Metro. This is not your ordinary tumbler.
Sleekly crafted, it features a unique, three dimensional Scandinavian
inspired design element. Enjoy the Metro experience with any
beverage - coffee, cocktails, beer and even smoothies.

MTRO16SE

$22.95

EcoVessel

The Splash - Kids Straw Water Bottle - 12
OZ
The SPLASH includes a flip straw spout for no tilt drinking and
conveniently fits in most lunchboxes and cup holders. The BPA free
SPLASH kids water bottle is lightweight and durable that will last
through many adventures to come. The splash is made from durable
Tritan plastic and is your to become your favorite children’s bottle.

SPLS12

$12.95

EcoVessel

QuickStraw in Black Shadow
EcoVessel Reusable Stainless Steel QuickStraw with Cleaning Brush
and Case. Fits inside your pocket perfect for anywhere and anytime
use. Includes sleek and durable aluminum case. Telescoping straw
with silicone tip extends and retracts depending on your needs.
Telescoping cleaning brush. Includes carrying ring for on-the-go
convenience.

$19.95
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QSTRW-BS
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EcoVessel

Stainless Steel Straw Set with Straw
Brush
The EcoVessel stainless steel 4 pack reusable straw set with soft
silicone tips are a great alternative to wasteful single-use plastic
straws. Our straws are wide enough for smoothies and thicker
beverages while being narrow enough to fit all of our tumbler lid

$9.95

STRW8-5MC

EcoVessel

The Transit 16oz Mug
The TRANSIT makes the perfect beer mug, coffee mug, or cocktail
mug! it will keep your coffee steaming hot and your cocktails icy
cold. Triple Insulation and will keep your drinks cold up to 40 hours
and hot up to 4 hours. Additionally, it includes a multi-position
open/close slider lid, a non-slip silicone base.

TRNS16BS

$31.99

TRNS16GS

EcoVessel

The Transit Mug
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The TRANSIT makes the perfect beer mug, coffee mug, or cocktail
mug! it will keep your coffee steaming hot and your cocktails icy
cold. Triple Insulation and will keep your drinks cold up to 40 hours
and hot up to 4 hours. Additionally, it includes a multi-position
open/close slider lid, a non-slip silicone base
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TRNS12BM

TRNS12RG

TRNS12BS

TRNS12WP

TRNS12GS

$24.95

EcoVessel

Stainless Steel Cutlery Set
WanderWare cutlery set will go anywhere your adventures take you!
Our new premium, food-grade stainless steel cutlery set includes
a fork, spoon, knife, chopsticks, straw with silicone tip, and straw
cleaning brush. No matter what your culinary taste, WanderWare has
you covered. Plus, it comes with a convenient zipper-close travel
pouch, so you can take WanderWare to the park, the backcountry,
or the office. Ordering a lot of takeout these days? Say no to singleuse cutlery and help keep our planet clean.

WNDR6BS
WNDR6RB

$24.95
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Engineering cooking tools for a healthy lifestyle, Gourmia has a wide selection of
mighty kitchen appliances to make cooking easy, healthy, meals fast to feed your
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family.

Gourmia

8-qt. Digital Stainless Steel Air Fryer
Enjoy healthy meals and slash away those greasy calories, thanks
to the 8-quart Digital Stainless Steel Air Fryer from Gourmia. Its Fry
Force 360° Technology cooks food quickly and evenly with little to
no oil. Recipe Book included,

GAF856

$119.99

Gourmia

5-qt. Digital Air Fryer
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Modernize your cooking with this Gourmia Free Fry air fryer. The
5-quart basket pan offers ample room to hold significant amounts
of food. LCD display allows for easy adjustment of temperature and
time
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GAF536

$79.99

Gourmia

One-Lid Pressure Cooker + Air Fryer with
15-One-Touch Cooking Functions - 6QT
Enjoy the best of both worlds under one lid! Tired of cramping your
counters with a ton of appliances? The Gourmia Pressure Cooker
Air Fryer quickly cooks and then also gives food an extra crispy,
golden finish. Gourmia’s exclusive patented design, with an air flow
circulation fan in the base, offers full pressure cooking and air frying
functionality - without the need to switch heavy lids. This one-potwonder replaces single-function appliances, with 15 cooking presets
to air fry, slow-cook, sous vide, dehydrate and more -

GPA2060

$179.99

Gourmia

FoodStation™ Smokeless Indoor Grill &
Air Fryer
Smokeless Indoor Grill & Air Fryer is perfect for all-year-long
barbequing and dining. Grill all your favorite foods with the full flavor
and texture of authentically grilled delights-right off your kitchen
counter. Grill, air fry, bake, roast, or dehydrate with the built-in
presets of this amazing combo. Grill on Low, Med, High, or Max
heat for every kind of dish you desire. Enjoy a seamless food prep
experience with Preheat and Turn Reminder options that notify you
when the unit is preheated and when to turn your food.

GGA2100

$149.99

Gourmia

Digital Stainless Steel 0.7 Cu. Ft. 6 Slice
Toaster Oven Air Fryer
Digital Toaster Oven Air Fryer18 COOKING MODES. Chef-at-a-Touch
controls allow you to make everything from Pizza to Fries and Roastwith just a tap.

$199.99
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GTF7600
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Gourmia

17-in-1 Multi-function, Digital, French
Door, Stainless Steel 6-Slice Air Fryer
Oven
Gourmia Digital French Door Air Fryer Toaster Oven. Fry Force 360°
Technology cooks food quickly and evenly with little to no oil. 17
One-Touch Cooking Functions allow you to air fry, bake, dehydrate
and more - with just a tap. Use easy-set digital controls to adjust
time, temperature, and toast settings. The oven fits a 12’’ pizza or
6 slices of bread. The large viewing window, stainless steel design,
and French doors set this Air Fryer Toaster Oven apart. Includes
dishwasher safe air fry basket, oven rack, baking pan, and crumb
tray.
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GTF7655
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$129.99

Smart Self Heating
Travel Mug
Muggo 12 oz self-heating temperature
controlled mug with 3 hour battery life,
tea, coffee, and hot beverage warmer.
Touch sensitive controls, simple charging
with USB-C cable, 360-degree leak-proof
lid. New model in stock end of August
2022.

mug-002

$129.99
BROWSE
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Elevate your kitchen with luxury you can hold from Oneida. Perfection has been the
goal for over 200 years and now you can bring perfection to your home with top of
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the line cookware sets, kitchen accessories and flatware.

Oneida

10 Piece Stainless Steel with Copper
Color Exterior
Set includes: 1.5 qt. saucepan with cover, 2.5qt. saucepan with
cover, 3 qt. sauté pan with cover, 5 qt. Dutch oven with cover, 8” fry
pan with non-stick interior, 10” fry pan with non-stick interior

35032

$200.00

Oneida
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Premium 10 Piece Stainless Steel
Cookware Set
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Quality Stainless Steel Construction. Includes Oneida’s 10 Year
Warranty. Dishwasher Safe for Easy Cleaning. Contains:(1) 1.5 Quart
and (1) 2.5 Quart Saucepans with (2) Covers, (1) 3 Quart Sauté
Pan with (1) Cover, (1) 8 Inch and (1) 10 Inch Fry Pans, (1) 5 Quart
Stockpot with (1) Cover.

35002

$260.00

Oneida

Red Aluminum Roaster with Ceramic
Interior
The forged aluminum composition prevents rusting, chipping,
staining and is easier to clean. This cookware heats food evenly to
bring out the food’s best flavor. Its beauty is an added bonus to its
long-lasting durability.

$60.00

35493

Oneida

Oneida Select 7 Piece Metal Bakeware
Set
Set Contains: (1) cake pan, (1) loaf pan, (2) round cake pan, (1)
cookie sheet, (1) muffin pan and (1) square cake pan. From cakes
and cookies to loafs and muffins, our Select Metal Bakeware has
all the essential shapes to meet all baking needs. Oneida Metal
Bakeware is designed to be dishwasher safe. Includes Oneida’s
Limited Lifetime Warranty.

35265

$120.00

Oneida

Vulcan 20 Piece Fine Flatware Set,
Service for 4

T295020AL20

$320.00
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(4) Dinner Knives, (4) Dinner Forks, (4) Salad Forks, (4) Dinner Spoons
and (4) Teaspoons. Bearing a unique hammered finish, this detailed
pattern is inspired by the forge of a blacksmith. The rounded tip
of the hollow handle softens the look, but keeps it steadfast in the
world of artisanal tableware. Oneida stainless steel flatware is rust
resistant, dishwasher safe, never needs polishing. Limited Lifetime
Warranty.
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Oneida

18Pc Preferred SS Cutlery Set (2)
WHAT’S INCLUDED: 8-in. chef’s knife8-in. carving knife8-in. bread
knife7-in. Santoku knife6-in. cook’s knife5-in. utility knife3.5-in. paring
knife. Eight 4.5-in. steak knives. Honing steel. Kitchen shears. Knife
block.

55274

$150.00

Oneida

Oneida Petite Stem, 22.50 - Set of 6
Wine Glasses - Trilingual
Karen MacNeil Flavor First, Petite Stem Trilingual Wine Glasses,
22.50 Ounces, Set of 6. Shear rim & thin stem fine and high-quality
slender and graceful strong enough for everyday use, Large thin
foot provides a strong base to swirl effectively, opening up the
wine’s flavors and aromas, Storage is simple and efficient since all
the glasses are the same height., Crystal, Dishwasher Safe,Made in
Germany.
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2370011INT6
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$99.99

The bag that’s an ice pack! PackIt is the only foldable, freezable bag that keeps food
and drinks cool for hours—no ice packs needed. Its secret sauce? Patented cooling
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technology that’s built into the walls of the bag. Plus browse other innovative food
and beverage accessories!

PackIt

Freezable Lunch Bag, Black
PackIt is a foldable, freezable bag that keeps food and drinks cool
anywhere. It works just like a refrigerator on-the-go, chilling your
food and drinks for hours. Freezable gel is built into the walls of the
bag so there’s no need for extra ice packs to keep items cool.

PKT-PC-BAK

$21.50

PackIt

Mod Lunch Bento Container
PackIt’s new customizable bento containers are patent-pending
modular systems that let you customize your lunch configuration
each time you pack. Includes 3 removable dividers that wall
off thick liquids and solids, letting you separate sensitive foods
and create customized spaces. One container, endless lunch
possibilities.

$16.99
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PKC-MD-STG
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PackIt

Mod Snack Bento Container in Steel Gray
PackIt’s new customizable bento containers are patent-pending
modular systems that let you customize your lunch configuration
each time you pack. The snack container includes 1 removable
divider that walls off thick liquids and solids, letting you separate
sensitive foods and create customized spaces. One container,
endless lunch possibilities.

PKC-MS-STG

$9.99

PackIt

Freezable 18 Can Skylight Cooler,
Charcoal
PackIt is a foldable, freezable bag that keeps food and drinks cool
anywhere. It works just like a refrigerator on-the-go, chilling your
food and drinks for hours. Freezable gel is built into the walls of the
bag so there’s no need for extra ice packs to keep items cool.

PKT-ES-CHA

$34.50

PackIt

Navy Freezable Lunch Bag
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PackIt Freezable Lunch Bag. Freezable gel-lined bag chills a meal
and a 12oz drink. Fits PackIt Mod Lunch Bento & Mod Snack Bento
containers. Folds compact.
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PKT-PC-NVH

$22.99

PackIt

Freezable Snack Box
PackIt Freezable Snack Box is roomy enough to chill snacks and a
small bottled drink for an afternoon outing, its small profile still fits
snugly inside larger bags. The new buckle handle clips onto strollers,
backpacks or gym bags for added convenience. Freezable gel is
permanently built into the bag, so you will never waste money on
separate ice packs or gel packs again. Simply collapse this Snack
Box flat and freeze in the freezer overnight. Food stays cool and
fresh all day, reducing waste and saving money.

PKT-SX-BAK

$14.99

PackIt

Freezable Upright Backpack, Navy Buffalo
PackIt is a foldable, freezable bag that keeps food and drinks cool
anywhere. It works just like a refrigerator on-the-go, chilling your
food and drinks for hours. Freezable gel is built into the walls of the
bag so there’s no need for extra ice packs to keep items cool.

PKT-UR-NVB

$22.99
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50% of the plastic used in the U.S. is used just once then thrown away. U-Konserve
has set out to change that with reusable, durable food containers you can buy once
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and use forever.

U KONSERVE

Insulated Lunch Tote-Navy
The ultimate in recycling and reuse! Our reusable insulated lunch
tote with zipper closure and adjustable strap is made from recycled
plastic bottles and will keep your lunch cold or hot for hours. Inside
pocket for an ice pack, bamboo utensil and cotton napkin. Durable
and machine-washable, this designer bag is perfect for adults and
kids. Keep lunches cold at work or at school, and ideal for picnics
and travel.

UK106 MC

$25.95

U KONSERVE
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To-Go Large 50oz - Clear with Silicone
Lid
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Our trusted stainless steel square containers now come with
plastic-free, clear-as-glass silicone lids! Perfect waste-free solution
for kids lunches, picnics, travel, outdoor adventures, bulk shopping
and family leftovers. Pack snacks, lunches and main meals while
reducing single-use packaging. Our sizes are versatile enough for all
food-storage needs at home and on the go, while saving trash from
our ever-growing landfills. Flexible silicone lids are easy for little
hands to open, and the leak-proof feature keeps spills at bay

UK201 MC

$26.95

U KONSERVE

Square To-Go Food-Storage Set (Set of 2)
Our boxed set-of-two square food-storage containers is ideal for
kitchen organization, pantry makeovers, meal prep and family
leftovers. Perfect waste-free solution for daily lunches, picnics, travel,
outdoor adventures and bulk shopping. Pack snacks, lunches and
main meals while reducing single-use packaging. This stainless steel
food-storage set of reusable containers is versatile enough for all
food-storage needs at home and on the go, while saving trash from
our ever-growing landfills. 50oz container size with lid on: 6.5” x 3”
x 6.5”.

UKS2-L50CL

$40.00

U KONSERVE

Kitchen Food-Storage Set (Set of 3)
Boxed set of 3 square containers with plastic lids, Perfect wastefree solution for daily lunches, takeout, picnics, travel, outdoor
adventures, bulk shopping and salad bars. Pack snacks, lunches
and main meals while reducing single-use packaging. Our square
containers are also ideal for kitchen organization, pantry makeovers,
meal prep and family leftovers. Our reusable containers are versatile
enough for all food-storage needs at home and on the go, while
saving trash from our ever-growing landfills.

UKSN3-LCL

$45.00

U KONSERVE

Stainless Steel Round Nesting Trio (Set of
3) - Clear with Silicone Lid

UK208 MC

$34.99
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Our trusted stainless steel nesting containers now come with
plastic-free, clear-as-glass silicone lids! Perfect waste-free solutions
for kids lunches, picnics, travel, outdoor adventures, bulk shopping
and family leftovers. The stainless steel nesting set (16oz, 9oz and
5oz) are great for large and small snacks, help reduce single-use
packaging, and are versatile enough for many food-storage needs at
home and on the go. Flexible silicone lids are easy for little hands to
open, and the leak-proof feature keeps spills at bay.
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LUGGAGE

PKG
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ROSE-BK01TN
ROSE-GY01TN
ROSE-NV01TN
ROSEDALE-DGRY
ROSEDALE-WOOL

2 in 1 Garment Duffel bag designed for overnight
travel. Dedicated bottom 1” padded laptop/files/
papers compartment with plastic bottom for extra
protection and dedicated shoe compartment with
internal strap to keep it together when not in use.

$180.00
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Rosedale Duffel Garment Bag
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PKG

Union Overnight Compression Packing
Cubes - 3 Pack
The Union 3-pack with laundry/shoe bag is a packing must-have.
Three sizes included in each pack, including two with a zippered
compression, to save space and keep personal items safe.
Designed with a modular design, the Union 3-pack is built to fit into
all of our backpacks, and overnight bags.

UNIO-BK01TN

$50.00

PKG

Angus - Shoe Bag
Durable Mesh Ventilation Front load zippered access for shoe
storage, Satin webbing grab handle with self fabric hand grip

ANGU-BK01BK

$65.00

PKG

Aurora High Volume Backpack - Black
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Lightweight waterproof exterior fabric. Custom contrast lining that’s
lightweight, durable and easy to clean. NEW side-load zippered
laptop and tablet compartment accessible from the exterior. Perfect
for airports and easy access without taking everything out of your
bag!
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AURO-BK01TN

$130.00

PKG

Brighton Fold Top Plus Backpack
Removable insert with three compartments to help you transition
from your workweek to the weekend. Dedicated side-load laptop
compartment fits up to a 16 inch laptop/tablet. Padded shoulder
strap and custom back padding for maximized air flow and comfort.

BRIG-BK0TN
BRIG-GY01TN
BRIG-LG01TN

$120.00

PKG

Crossbody in Light Grey
The PKG Burrard Crossbody is a versatile day bag made with
lightweight weatherproof exterior fabric. Custom contrast lining.
Faux leather accents. Gunmetal hardware and accents. Top zipper
opening with magnetic flap closure. Adjustable shoulder strap with
metal clips. Exterior back zippered pocket. Interior zippered back
pocket. Built-in front interior organization with pen slots, card slot
and additional open pocket. Adjustable strap length 31” to 50 1/2”

BURR-LG01

$40.00

PKG

Elora Cross Body - Black
Adjustable padded shoulder strap with metal clip for dual placement
options. Webbing loops on padded shoulder strap for carabineers.
Staggered back padding for air flow. Satin webbing locker loop on
underside of strap. Exterior front zippered pocket. Double zipper
pulls on main compartment for easy access.

$65.00
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ELOR-BK01
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PKG

Pearson Messenger/Backpack
Main compartment opens flat with luggage organization. Zippered
mesh pocket on one side. Elastic straps with buckle to hold your
clothing in.

PEARSON-BLK
PEARSON-BLU
PEARSON-DGRY

$120.00

PKG

Polson Daily Essentials Camera Tech Bag
- Black
The Polson tech pack is a modular design to fit in any of our
backpacks, or as a stand alone shoulder case. The Polson
has multiple external pockets for easy access and dual main
compartment entry - top and front. Interior padded - brushed tricot
lining with interchangeable interior walls

POLS-BK01TN

$75.00

PKG
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Simcoe Overnight Travel Bag - Black
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The Simcoe is a smaller, matching version of our Trenton overnight
messenger. It is designed with toiletries in mind, and includes
accessible, organized and thoughtful storage. The compact size
perfect for overnight excursions, or a way to keep you organized
at home. Built with durable, weather resistant polyester and faux
leather accents, the Simcoe is a complimentary accessory to
anyone wardrobe!

SIMC-BK01TN

$65.00

PKG

Trenton Messenger/Backpack
Main compartment opens flat with luggage organization. Zippered
mesh pocket on one side. Elastic straps with buckle to hold your
clothing in.

TRENT-BLBL
TRENT-BLU
TRENT-DGRY

$140.00

PKG

Yorkville Messenger Bag in Black
The PKG Yorkville’s slim design makes it the perfect day companion,
whether you are in the office of on the road. Big enough to hold
everything you need, it still presents a low-volume profile. Dedicated
floating internal laptop compartment - up-to 16” laptops. Built in
organization for pens, cards, wallet, phone. Built in trolley strap
to help you navigate with your luggage. Front and back exterior
zippered pockets for accessories Included shoulder strap.

YORK-BK01BK

$100.00

PKG

PKG Liberty Recycled Backpack-Tote

LIBE-R-BL01LT (Vintage Blue)
LIBE-R-GR01LT (Tranquil Green)

$110.00
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The Liberty backpack - tote is super transitional and compact for
any occasion. From going to the office, to the gym, to the beach,
to the grocery store... or packing it as your day bag while on
vacation. The Liberty backpack - tote features the same built in and
removable organization as the casual range of backpacks, but has
less structure, making it super compact and functional whenever
needed. INCLUDES Removable Organization Insert with three
compartments to help you transition from your workweek to the
weekend.
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PKG

PKG Elora Recycled Cross Body
Recycled! Plastic water bottles used for exterior fabric. Adjustable
padded shoulder strap with metal clip for dual placement options.
Webbing loops on padded shoulder strap for carabineers. Exterior
front zippered pocket. Double zipper pulls on main compartment
for easy access. Interior zippered back pocket. Built-in front interior
organization. Water Resistant (Beads Water Off Bag). Recycled! Plastic
water bottles used for exterior fabric.

ELOR-R-BL01 (Vintage Blue)
ELOR-R-GR01 (Tranquil Green)

$75.00

PKG

PKG Hazelton Vertical Tote
Sophisticated Vertical Tote, 600D Double layered PU polyester,
Lightweight weather resistant fabric, Water resistant up-to 60mm,
Faux leather straps with contrast edging and reinforced stitching,
Faux leather binding at opening, Faux leather padded base, Magnetic
Closure, Interior front zippered storage pocket, Internal side mesh
water bottle pocket, Internal laptop pocket with strap closure, 12.5”
x 16.5” x 6”

HAZE-GYBK01TN (Grey)
HAZE-LGBK01TN (Light Grey)

$85.00

PKG

PKG Georgian Recycled Tote
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Recycled Large Hauler Tote. Interior front & back zippered pockets,
exterior side pouch for water bottle & umbrella, key clip strap, trolley
strap/panel at back w/ magnetic closure, padded base with metal
feet.
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GEOR-R-BL01LT (Vintage Blue)
GEOR-R-GR01LT (Tranquil Green)

$110.00

PKG

PKG Bishop II Recycled Duffel
Dress up, dress down. Weekday, weekend. The Bishop recycled
duffel is a timeless bag for any occasion. Reversed black main top
zipper, padded adjustable shoulder strap, dedicated bottom for
laptop, side-load shoe/laundry compartment, 2 interior zippered
pockets, water proof and abrasion resistant.

BISH-R-BL01LT (Vintage Blue)
BISH-R-GR01LT (Tranquil Green)

$125.00
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PERSONAL ACCESSORIES
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First Health
Flint
Quip
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153
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Make your health your first priority with our assortment from First Health. Relax and
restore with deep tissue massagers and defend and protect against illness with UV
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sanitizers.

First Health

Deep Tissue Massager With 6 Massage
Speed Settings
Soothe and restore stiff muscles with the Cordless Deep Tissue
Massage Gun. This next-generation device provides a professional
caliber massage for the neck, back, shoulders, abdominals, thighs
and more. 4 Massage Attachments: Free Travel Pouch: 6 Speed
Levels (2200-3200RPM): Rechargeable Battery: 1 hour working
time. PACKAGE INCLUDES:: Personal Massage Gun: 4 massage
attachments: Free travel pouch

FH1000

$129.99

First Health

Deep Tissue Massager
Our powerful deep muscle treatment, in an ultra-quiet smart
percussive therapy device. Works deep to melt away tension and
release soreness, empowering you to care for your body daily.

$179.99
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FH1005
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First Health

Multi-Device UV Sanitizer with Wireless
Charging
Multi Device UV Sanitizer, charges your mobile phone at the same
time. Kills 99% of bacteria and germs in just 3 minutes.

FH-7035

$119.99

First Health

UV Phone Sanitizer with Wireless
Charging
First Health UV-C Sanitizer with 10W Wireless Charging for
Smartphones & Accessories. 360 degree Sanitizing. Fits up to 6.9”
phones, Disinfection and Sanitizes in 5 Min, UV wavelength: 270280NM, UV Light Lifetime: 20,000 Hours, UV Lamp Count: 6. Built in
Aromatherapy Diffuser. Auto Shut-off.
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FH7017WH
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$69.99

The award-winning lint roller you can take with you wherever you go!

BROWSE

Flint

Classic Retractable Lint Roller Value Pack
The first retractable lint roller that twists to open, prolonging the
life of it’s adhesive sheets that only sticks to what you want - pet
hair, dust, and everything in between. Designed with small space in
mind, Flint’s miniature travel roller measures 5.5 inches closed and
9 inches extended, small enough to fit in a purse or glove box. Flint
is reusable with 100% recycled paper refills for an environmentally
friendly and lint free world.

FLD-VPK003-TP-US (Black)
FLD-VPK004-TP-US (Pink)

$13.99

Flint

Flint Plus Lint Roller - Refillable in Light
Grey

FLP-VPK002-TP-US

$15.99
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Refillable Travel Lint Roller - 140 Sheets. Revolving shield opens
with a twist, protecting long-lasting adhesive sheets that only
stick to what you want - dust, pet hair, and everything in between.
Designed with your home in mind, Flint’s full-size roller measures 2”
in diameter and 8. 5” long, small enough to fit in drawers or small
cupboards but big enough to handle tough jobs. Each refill contains
70 easy-to-tear and extra sticky sheets for twice as many uses. Flint
is reusable with 100% recycled paper refills for an and lint-free
world.
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Better oral health, made simple. Guide a lifetime of good habits with electric
brushes, refillable floss, and more for the whole family.

BROWSE

Quip

Metal Electric Toothbrush
What you get: Electric toothbrush, AAA battery (lasts 3 months), Allin-one travel cover, mount, & stand. Vibrates bristles at an industry
standard 15,000 brush strokes per minute for an effective yet
sensitive cleaning action. Precision CNC’d aluminum handle is bead
blasted by machine and anodized to endure a lifetime of cleaning.

920-00084 (Slate)
920-00085 (Silver)
920-00083 (Gold)
920-00082 (Copper)

$40.00

Quip

Travel Kit - Black
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Take good habits everywhere you go with our thoughtfully-designed
take on the toiletry bag. It’s a statement on its own, and even better
packed with your favorite quip products.
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900-00096

$40.00

Quip

Metal Refillable Floss
What you get: Refillable floss dispenser, Preloaded floss refill
Dispensing head. Retractable plastic head with a white top you can
press to close and open the canister. Notch on the side holds floss
in place, and easily cuts the string for daily use.

920-00039 (Slate)
920-00040 (Silver)
920-00041 (Copper)
920-00042 (Gold)

$20.00
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Adventure awaits. From beginner to pro, Core Third inflatable paddle boards are built
to be portable, durable and enjoyed by anyone ready for adventure on the water!
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Core Third

Doheny - 7’ 6” Youth-Sized Inflateable
Paddle Board
Built specifically for the little adventurer! With an easy to maneuver
size, forgiving nose design, stable width for balance, and vibrant
colors to keep track of them while they’re out on the water. At 7’6”
Doheny is tall enough for an adult to use, but perfect for a youth
rider to grow into and keep for many years to come. This youth
sized inflatable paddle board is 6” thick 28” Wide

C3SUP-DHY-01

$499.00

Core Third

Tahoe - 12’ 6’ Inflatable Paddle Board
12’6” long, Tahoe is built to be pushed to the limits - allowing for
faster speeds with its streamlined design that cuts through water
with minimal resistance. At 6” thick, you’re able to transport up to
400lbs of weight capacity, allowing you (and any gear) to be safely
and comfortably cruising across the water with ease.

$899.00
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C3SUP-THE-01
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Core Third

Destin -10’ 6’ Inflatable Paddle Board
With a wide 32” foot pad, and stable 10’6” long frame - Destin is
ready for any adventure, big or small! At 6” thick, you’re able to
transport up to 240lbs of weight capacity, allowing you (and your
small child or pet) to be safely and comfortably cruising across the
water with ease.
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C3SUP-DST-01
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$699.00

As a mountain biker you actively seek out challenges and obstacles. Diamondback
mountain bikes are the perfect tools for the job—whether you’re a trail-seasoned vet
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or are heading into the woods for the first time.

Diamondback

SYNC’R 24 Y24 BLU (ages 8-12)
A completely capable mountain bike with top-shelf components
for your little ripper. The 24-inch wheels and low-slung geometry
provide just the right fit and handling for the smaller rider, and the
6061 aluminum alloy construction can take plenty of abuse. With
big-bike components like a SRAM SX Eagle 1×12 drivetrain, 80mm
Suntour fork, and Tektro hydraulic brakes, this bike gives young
riders all they need to get to that next level. This model fits riders
53”-62” tall, aged approximately 8-12 years old.

02-790-2550

$1,050.00
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Enhance your outdoor experience. Enjoy
your fire without the nuisance of smoke; The
Dragonfire fire pit features a double-walled
construction that efficiently circulates the
air, allowing the wood to burn without smoke
escaping.

23.5” Smokeless Firepit Bundle
in Stainless Steel
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Enhance your outdoor experience with the Dragonfire
100% stainless steel backyard smokeless fire pit bundle.
Bundle includes portable fire pit, fire pit stand, all
weather cover and a BONUS GRILL GRATE. Smokeless
Experience - Enjoy your fire without the nuisance of
smoke; Features a double-walled construction that
efficiently circulates the air, allowing the wood to burn
without smoke escaping. Take it anywhere - A diameter
of 23.5” allowing for easy transportation to your next
bonfire, camping trip, tailgate party, or outdoor picnic.
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DF-89-50-29 (Stainless steel)

BROWSE

$349.99

Swap your car commute for a bike, explore endless miles of unknown trails, or
spend the weekend cruising the coast in comfort. Founded in Southern California
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and inspired by sunny weather and laid back cool, our bikes look as good as they
ride.

iZip

Alki 1 Step Thru Bicycle - BLK MD
Alki 1 Step Thru is focused on function, delivering the best of both
worlds - a comfortable upright riding position plus narrower tires and
larger rims for efficient, longer distance city riding and commuting.
Made with a rack- and fender-ready aluminum frame and fork, the
Alki 1 Step Thru is lightweight yet prepared to haul both you and
your gear. The Shimano EZ Fire Plus 7-speed trigger shifters offer
21 gears without ever having to move your hands, and the comfort
saddle, no slip pedals, and comfort grips.

16-790-4112

$625.00

iZip

Alki 1 Step Over Bicycle - BLK LG

16-790-4102

$625.00
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A comfortable upright riding position plus narrower tires and larger
rims for efficient, longer distance city riding and commuting.Made
with a rack- and fender-ready aluminum frame and fork, the Alki
1 is lightweight yet prepared to haul both you and your gear. The
Shimano EZ Fire Plus 7-speed trigger shifters offer 21 gears without
ever having to move your hands, and the comfort saddle, no slip
pedals, and comfort grips will keep all your contact points with the
bike comfy and happy. Distance, durability, comfort, quality, and
great value.
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iZip

Alki 1 Step Over Bicycle Yellow SM
A comfortable upright riding position plus narrower tires and larger
rims for efficient, longer distance city riding and commuting.Made
with a rack- and fender-ready aluminum frame and fork, the Alki
1 is lightweight yet prepared to haul both you and your gear. The
Shimano EZ Fire Plus 7-speed trigger shifters offer 21 gears without
ever having to move your hands, and the comfort saddle, no slip
pedals, and comfort grips will keep all your contact points with the
bike comfy and happy. Distance, durability, comfort, quality, and
great value.

16-790-4104

$625.00

iZip

Zest Blue Medium
Whether cruising the boardwalk, the campground or the bike path,
this comfort bike is the definition of easy riding. The Zest puts the
rider in an upright yet laid-back position for maximum comfort on
the bike. Large 27.5 × 1.95 tires allow you to roll over the bumps
with ease while keeping your speed up. Pedals with no-slip grip add
to the all-day comfort, while classy graphics and reflective details
add a refined look. Venture into a new level of comfort on the bike
with the Zest Step Over.

16-790-4141

$765.00

iZip
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Zest Step Thru SM Pink
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This comfort bike is the definition of easy riding. The Zest puts the
rider in an upright yet laid-back position for maximum comfort on
the bike. Large 27.5 × 1.95 tires allow you to roll over the bumps
with ease while keeping your speed up. Pedals with no-slip grip add
to the all-day comfort, while classy graphics and reflective details
add a refined look. Venture into a new level of comfort on the bike
with the Zest Step Thru.

16-790-4152

$765.00

Enjoy an Electric Ride

Knight Adult Electric
Scooter, Black
You may not be ready for battle, but you
will be ready to take on any early morning
commute with the all-new Jetson Knight
folding electric scooter. Its sleek design and
elegant matte finish will make sure you look
good enough to take on the world. While a
top speed of 15 mph gives a ride as quick
and smooth as any loyal steed.
JKNIGH-BLK
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$599.99
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Jetson

Electric Scooter
With a sleek frame Whether you’re commuting or riding to the
coffee shop, an upgraded folding mechanism makes bringing your
scooter with you a breeze. A 250 watt rear wheel motor with 12 mile
range and max speed of 14 mph, you’ll get to where you need to go
in style.

JERIS-BLK

$499.99

Jetson

Flash All-Terrain Light-Up Hoverboard
500W dual hub motor. Speeds up to 10 mph. Weight capacity:
The scooter can handle any rider weighing up to 220 lbs. Built-in
Bluetooth speaker. Pairs with your mobile device to play music while
you ride.

JFLASHBB-BLK

$249.99

Jetson

Bolt Up 14” Electric Ride On
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The Jetson Bolt Up Ride On is perfect ride for when you are out and
on the go. With its 350-Watt motor, 14” wheels, and foot pegs every
trip is going to be fun.
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JBLTUP-BLK

$599.99

Jetson

J5 Folding Electric Bike
Get ready for a ride that is both electric and stylish with the Jetson
J5 Electric Bike. Whether commuting or enjoying a weekend ride, the
J5 is a ride you are sure to love. Up to 30 miles (pedal assist) or 15
miles (twist throttle).

JJ5-BLK

$599.99

Jetson

Folding Electric Bike
Whether you are looking for a ride to improve your commute or for
just enjoying the weekend; whether you are an experienced rider or
a novice - there is something for everyone to love with the Jetson
J8 Electric Bike. A premium e-bike that can be relied on to get you
places in style and in comfort, the J8 comes with a 350 Watt-Motor
and a top speed of 15.5 mph. It has a battery range of 15 miles
when you are using the twist throttle and a range of 30 miles when
you use the pedal assist. LCD display allows riders to select from
three different speeds.

JJ8-BLK

$1,299.99

Jetson

Lightweight Electric Bike
A convenient carrying handle is built into the center of the frame
to make handling easier and more balanced. That way you can just
pick it up and go – easy like Sunday morning.

$499.99
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JBOLT-BLK
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Jetson

Jupiter Jumbo Light-Up Push Scooter
Our favorite kids scooter is growing up. The Jetson Jupiter Jumbo
2-wheel scooter is bigger and better. Perfect for young teens who
outgrown kids scooters and are ready to step up their riding to the
next level. Lightweight design and easy folding mechanism make
picking up and carrying the Jupiter easy.

JJUPBW-RED

$59.99

Jetson

JetKart Universal Hoverboard Attachment
Ride around town on your own JetKart. The Jetson JetKart is the
perfect accessory for your self-balancing scooter (or Hoverboard).
Do even more by easily attaching to your board and start zipping
around in the Jetson JetKart comfortable seat. Do wheelies, sharp
turns, the fun never ends. This is your Go Kart on the Go.

JKAR20-BK

$99.99

Jetson

Lumi Kids 3 Wheel Kids Kick Scooter
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The Jetson Lumi 3 Wheel Light-Up Scooter is a classic ride with
modern flair. Illuminate your lean to steer ride, with dazzling LED
lights that shine as you go. The Lumi comes in a variety of colors
designed to be visible and stylish. Raised grips on the deck, ensure
a safe and comfortable riding experience.
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JLUMI-BLU
JLUMI-GRN
JLUMI-RED

$59.99

Jetson

Jupiter Jumbo Teen 2 Wheel Scooter
Black
Our favorite kids scooter is growing up. The Jetson Jupiter Jumbo
2-wheel scooter is bigger and better. Perfect for young teens who’ve
outgrown their kids scooters and are ready to step up their riding to
the next level. With over 100 LED lights on the handlebar stem and
deck, this is one scooter that really puts the light into light years.
Its easy folding mechanism and lightweight frame mean that it’s a
breeze to carry and store, while its large wheel ensure it’s ready
for all kinds of adventures. Get a scooter your kid is going to be
starstruck by.

JJUPBW-BLK

$59.99
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MAMMOTH is not your average outdoor cooler. With innovative and unique product
designs, there’s something for everyone and every use. This line of products
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provides maximum performance without being un-affordable and unusable in
everyday life.

Mammoth

Highlander 30 Flip Lid Soft Cooler
High-Density Nylon with Thick TPU (Thermoplastic Polyurethane)
laminated material inner and outer EVA Molded Bottom – Thick and
Durable Waterproof Base : EVA Molded Top Thick Foam Insulation
Puncture & Tear Resistant Waterproof Zipper – Leakproof and
Airtight Lightweight & Easy to Carry30 Qt. Capacity

MH30-ST

$240.00

Mammoth

Crusier MC30W Cooler - White
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The Mammoth Cruiser 30 is a great personal cooler that can go
anywhere with you. It is the perfect companion for work, camping,
sporting events, tailgate, hunting or fishing. Equipped with a quality
rotating stainless steel handle that makes carrying and transport a
breeze. The Cruiser Series coolers have a superior design, quality
parts, outstanding performance all offered at an exceptional value
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MC30W

$200.00

Mammoth

Ranger MR45 Cooler
The Mammoth MR45T Ranger cooler has a 45-quart capacity with
an interior of 20”x18”x15”. it features roto-molded construction and
high-density foam insulation to keep ice up to 10+ days. The MR45T
includes a form-fitting lid, stainless hinge and a non-skid rubber feet.
It is dry ice capable and comes with a no-leak drain and a lifetime
warranty.

MR45T (Tan)
MR45W (White)

$325.00

Mammoth

Cruiser MC15 Cooler
Great for small quantity and short-term cooling needs. Often used
as a lunchbox for those hot summer days. Feel safe leaving your
Mammoth lunchbox in the truck knowing that your meal is not
spoiled by the intense heat in the closed-up cab. For after work, it
also perfectly holds a 12 pack of cans so you can easily take iced
down cold ones with you.

MC15-572 (Sea Foam)
MC15T (Tan)
MC15W (White)

$140.00

Mammoth

Frontier 50 Waterproof Duffle/Backpack
in Gray

MF50

$175.00
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Heavy Duty Nylon Shell Construction. EVA Molded Bottom, Thick &
Durable Waterproof base. TPU Material Inner and Outer, Puncture
& Tear Resistant, Waterproof Zipper, 100% Leakproof & Airtight.
Anti-Microbial Liner Resists Mold & Mildew. Backpack/Carry Straps –
Handsfree transport when needed.50 Qt. Capacity, Lifetime Warranty
22” L X 18 1/2”” W X 10” D.
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Mammoth

MP30W Pathfinder 30 Zip Top Soft
Cooler - Light Gray
High-Density Nylon with Thick TPU (Thermoplastic Polyurethane)
laminated material inner & outer. Thick Foam Insulation. Puncture &
Tear Resistant. Water Resistant Zipper. Lightweight & Easy to Carry.
Holds 20 Cans and Ice20 Quart Capacity

MP30W

$200.00

Mammoth

Ranger MR25W Cooler - White
The Mammoth MR25W Ranger cooler has a 25-quart capacity with
an interior of 17”x15.5”X15”. it features roto-molded construction
and high-density foam insulation to keep ice up to 10+ days. The
MR25W includes a form-fitting lid, stainless hinge and a non-skid
rubber feet. It is dry ice capable and comes with a no-leak drain.

MR25W

$250.00

Mammoth
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20oz Tumbler with Lid in Stainless Steel
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The Mammoth Rover tumbler is the ultimate way to take your
favorite beverage on the go. The double-walled vacuum insulation
keeps your beverage the perfect temperature, with no condensation.
The Rover tumbler is built with 18/8 kitchen grade stainless steel
making it durable and it will not leave a metal flavor. With a crystal
clear lid, rubber gasket and rubber stopper your beverage will
maintain constant temperature longer, making it the ultimate drinking
experience.

MS20ROV

$11.99

Mammoth

20oz Tumbler with Lid in Black
The Mammoth Rover tumbler is the ultimate way to take your
favorite beverage on the go. The double-walled vacuum insulation
keeps your beverage the perfect temperature, with no condensation.
The Rover tumbler is built with 18/8 kitchen grade stainless steel
making it durable and it will not leave a metal flavor. With a crystal
clear lid, rubber gasket and rubber stopper your beverage will
maintain constant temperature longer, making it the ultimate drinking
experience.

MS20ROV-BLK

$14.99

Mammoth

30oz Tumbler with Lid in Stainless Steel
The Mammoth Rover tumbler is the ultimate way to take your
favorite beverage on the go. The double-walled vacuum insulation
keeps your beverage the perfect temperature, with no condensation.
The Rover tumbler is built with 18/8 kitchen grade stainless steel
making it durable and it will not leave a metal flavor. With a crystal
clear lid, rubber gasket and rubber stopper your beverage will
maintain constant temperature longer, making it the ultimate drinking
experience.

MS30ROV

$14.99

Mammoth

30oz Tumbler with Lid in Black

MS30ROV-BLK

$16.99
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The Mammoth Rover tumbler is the ultimate way to take your
favorite beverage on the go. The double-walled vacuum insulation
keeps your beverage the perfect temperature, with no condensation.
The Rover tumbler is built with 18/8 kitchen grade stainless steel
making it durable and it will not leave a metal flavor. With a crystal
clear lid, rubber gasket and rubber stopper your beverage will
maintain constant temperature longer, making it the ultimate drinking
experience.
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More flame. More fun. WAY less smoke.
Here’s to epic nights full of smiles, laughs, “oohs” and “aahs.” Solo
Stove has the ultimate backyard fire pit to fire up your backyard
celebrations with the biggest, baddest flame out there.
Enjoy Our Signature 360° Airflow Design™ creating a
mesmerizing secondary burn. That means there’s way less smoke
compared to other fire pits. The best part? Nearly everything
burns to a fine ash, making these fire pits easy to clean.
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Plus, every Solo Stove product is backed by a lifetime warranty.
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Solo Stove

Ranger + Stand
The Solo Stove Ranger harnesses our patented design in a more
compact size and travel friendly size. The Ranger sets up and starts
quickly allowing you to have a no-trace fire in more places than just
the backyard. The double wall design creates a burst of hot air over
the fire reducing the smoke without the use of batteries and fans.
By design, Ranger burns wood so efficiently you’ll only be left with
ultra-fine ash making clean up as simple as dumping out the spent
ash.

SSRAN-SD

$319.99

Solo Stove

Bonfire + Stand
The patented air flow of the Bonfire is unmatched to any other fire
pit! This technology helps burn logs completely while minimizing
smoke. This bundle also includes the Bonfire Stand.

SSBON-SD

$419.99

Solo Stove

Yukon + Stand
At over two feet wide, the SOLO STOVE YUKON is an absolute
beast! Just toss in those big pieces of firewood and ignite the night!
More flame, more fun, way less smoke: your YUKON is perfect for
reconnecting with family and friends at outdoor get-together large
and small.

$689.99
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SSYUK-SD-27
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Solo Stove

Bonfire Shelter
A great companion for your Bonfire Solo fire pit, the waterproof,
durable Shelter makes it easy to cover and protect your Solo Stove
from rain and snow, saving you the time and effort of storing it
indoors when not in use.

$52.99

SSBON-SHELTER

Solo Stove

Pi Pizza Oven
The pizza oven for everyone. Make wood-fired pizzas that impress,
or bake with propane by adding on the optional gas burner. Pi’s
well-rounded design features Solo Stove Signature Airflow and Demi
Dome Construction, creating enhanced convection bake after bake.
Solo Stove Pi has a lifetime warranty because well-made pizza
comes from a well-made oven.

PIZZA-OVEN-12

$627.99

Solo Stove

Pi Pizza Oven & Gas Burner Bundle
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The pizza oven for everyone. Make wood-fired pizzas that impress,
or bake with propane by adding on the gas burner. Pi’s well-rounded
design features Solo Stove Signature Airflow and Demi Dome
Construction, creating enhanced convection bake after bake. Solo
Stove Pi has a lifetime warranty because well-made pizza comes
from a well-made oven.
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PIZZA-OVEN-12-BURNER

$894.99

Solo Stove

Fire Stick- Roasting Sticks
When you’re serious about cooking over an open fire you need a
great tool. Solo Stove Sticks are the ultimate instruments for roasting
marshmallows, hot dogs and anything else you can skewer or cook
over an open flame.

SS-STICKS

$69.99
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From simple-to-use Voice GPS devices that talk to you, to the elegant GPS Watches,
and amazing True Hybrid GPS/Laser Rangefinders, Voice Caddie has something for
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every golfer. With these great devices, you’ll always know exactly how far you need
to hit your next shot...pulling it off is up to you!

Voice Caddie

Swing Caddie SC200 Plus Portable
Launch Monitor
Portable Launch Monitor, Swing Speed Mode NEW - You can
measure and practice swing speed without hitting the ball, Loft Angle
Selectable, Voice Distance Output, Barometric Pressure Calibration,
Carry Distance, Swing Speed, Ball Speed, Smash Factor, Measuring
Range: 30-320 Yds, Battery Type: AAA x 4.

SC200Plus

$389.99

Voice Caddie
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Swing Caddie SC300i Portable Launch
Monitor
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Measures: Carry/Total Distance, Smash Factor, Launch Angle, Swing
Speed and Ball Speed. Doppler Radar Technology, Instant Feedback
via LCD Display, Adjustable Loft Angles, Apps (iOS & Android) for
Real-time/Integrated Shot Data and Statistics for Each Club, Unit
does not require the App to operate, Spin Data now available via
App, Measuring Range: 10-370 Yds.

SC300i

$549.99

Voice Caddie

Active Hybrid GPS/Laser Rangefinder
The SL2 captures the highest essence of technology in one, stateof-the-art laser rangefinder. An active hybrid GPS laser rangefinder,
the SL2 integrates into its high-resolution touch screen, dynamic
green undulation and course layout graphics, and distance readings.
In its scope is a bright multi-color OLED display with best-in-class
optical clarity. The SL2 integrates slope compensation, advanced
stabilization, ultra-high-speed processor, and noise filtration to
present the most advanced laser rangefinder ever developed.

SL2_Laser

$699.99

Voice Caddie

Laser Rangefinder with Slope
The L5 is a full-feature laser rangefinder that is designed for
maximum performance and durability. The L5’s improved optics and
ultra-fast processor, combined with slope integration and advanced
stabilization make it the perfect fit for golfers of all levels.

L5_Laser

$299.99

Voice Caddie

Voice Golf GPS/Rangefinder
Voice Output of Distance. Active Green Info. Auto Slope™. Automatic
Course / Hole Recognition. Over 40,000 Course from Around the
World Preloaded. Distance to Front / Center / Back of the Green.
Simple and Easy to Use.

$179.99
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VC4
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Voice Caddie

Laser Rangefinder with Slope
The light weight and compact EL1 is packed with all the essential
functions for all golfers in an ergonomically compact form. Auto
Slope (Slope function can be turned on or off). 1,000 Yards Range.
6x Optical Magnification. Continuous Scan Mode (Normal Mode).
Vibration & Alert (Pin Mode).

EL1_Laser_B

$249.99

Voice Caddie

GPS Watch w/ Green Undulation and
Slope
This Smart GPS watch that offers features such as green undulation,
color touchscreen, customizable pin placement, and slope. The
stylish A2 gives yardages to green front/center/back, allows the
player to manually select pin position, and obtain yardages to
hazards and bunkers.

A2_Watch

$299.99

Voice Caddie
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Hybrid Golf GPS Watch w/ Green
Undulation and Slope
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Comes equipped with shot and putt tracking which keeps track
of your score throughout the round so you don’t have to. Full
color touchscreen, provides yardages to the front/center/back of
the green, and offers advanced features such as Active Green™
(improves accuracy), V-Algorithm 3.0™(slope calculation), green
undulation (indicated with heat map and arrows show break
direction), putt view (shows elevation and distance to pin) smart
green (touch pin-placement), course views (yardages to hazards and
bunkers).

A2_Watch

$399.99

Voice Caddie

Voice Golf GPS/Rangefinder
Voice GPS Ultra small, Ultralight, Hands-Free Design. Designed
for users who desire quality, comfort, & superior design. Its clipon, hands-free design. High battery capacity and rapid charging
for longer play time, sensitive touchpad responds to the slightest
touch, 30,000 preloaded worldwide courses with no additional fees.
Hear the distance to the front, center and back of the green with
one swipe, Shot distance measurement, Automatic course & hole
recognition, 7 volume levels. Supports 8 different languages

VC300SE_WH

$129.99
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X-Chair effortlessly combines style and comfort with bold curves and elegant design.
It comes in several models, with color options to create a customized look for any
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space.

X Chair

M5 Gaming Chair Black / Black
Dynamic Variable Lumbar. The DVL support on the M5 adjusts itself
to your body every time you move. Get the exact amount of support
you need, no matter how you sit, or how long you play.

MVX764

$555.00

X Chair

M7 Gaming Chair
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Deep Recline Responsive Support MechanismOne of the most
important features on the M7 is the Deep Recline Responsive
Support Mechanism. The ability to recline the back independently of
the seat ensures that you will achieve maximum support & comfort
simultaneously
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MVX674 (White/Black)
MVX675 (Red/Black)
MVX676 (Black/Black)

$777.77

X Chair

M9 Gaming Chair Black / Black
Dynamic Variable Lumbar. All M9 Chairs feature Advanced Tensile
Recovery (A.T.R.) Fabric on the DVL. A.T.R. is a woven multilayered
nylon that is both responsive and supportive. It provides more give
and spring than traditional fabrics and breathes like a mesh.

$999.99

MVX661

X Chair

X77 Massage Chair Brisa Black
No matter your age or activity level, your body experiences daily
stress. Work, sleep, exercise, travel, and eating. Everything you do
puts stress on your body. For years, X-Chair’s line of office seating
products has been able to reduce the amount of stress your body
endures while working with its staple ergonomic offerings. Now,
we’re tackling the stress your body endures outside of the office.
Introducing the X77 Massage Chair, designed to achieve total-body
wellbeing through innovative massage technology.

XCH1037

$6,999.99

X Chair

X2 Office Chair K-SPORT BLACK
Dynamic Variable Lumbar. All M9 Chairs feature Advanced Tensile
Recovery (A.T.R.) Fabric on the DVL. A.T.R. is a woven multilayered
nylon that is both responsive and supportive. It provides more give
and spring than traditional fabrics and breathes like a mesh.

$849.99
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X Chair

X3 Office Chair BLACK HEADREST
Introducing X3, the most innovative X-Chair yet. X3 incorporates
all of the same design and ergonomics as the X2. However, we
are excited to introduce Advanced Tensile Recovery fabric (ATR)
throughout the chair to provide enhanced support and comfort. its
inspiration from modern material designs and ancient buttressing
principles, ATR is a three dimensional multilayered knit polymer that
is both forgiving and supportive. Comparing to traditional fabrics,
it has more give and spring and as a result, it provides greater
contouring on the back

XCH258

$1,049.99

X Chair

X4 Executive Chair BLACK M-FOAM WIDE
SEAT HEADREST
X4 Office Desk Chair is sleek, intuitive, and elegantly dynamic.
Supple leather and polished aluminum cover its dramatic curves
and sleek lines to bring a touch of refinement to any office or Work
space. Experience the ergonomic technology you deserve and the
comfort you desire with SciFloat Infinite Recline and X-Chair’s DVL
Support (Dynamic Variable Lumbar) adjusts itself to your body every
time you move. You’ll stay comfortable all day without ever making
an adjustment to your chair.
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$1,222.49

Ready to order?
E-mail us at
incentives@powerplayretail.com
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